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it
the first view I had
thought it was a large sheep farm, but
astonishon going nearer, what was my
ment to discover that my sheep were
were
and
barn
house
The
rocks.
merely
on the south side of the road, while the
ben houses and a few other smalll building* were on the north. I hitched my
horse to an old broken fence and went
up to the front door and rapped ; an old
lady came to the door, and on inquiry I
found her "old man," as she oalled him,
I went in the
was doing the chores.
barn, and this is what I saw: One cow
she
came out of
that looked as though
the Ark; two horses standing half way
to their knees in dressing and hadu't
been properly cleaned off for weeks. I
don't believe they bad bad one good
feed since the owner bongbt them.
Some half-dozen bens and as many
chickens were scratching in the barn
floor. The farmer himself wae busily
engaged in trying to pick a quart of
beans out of a bushel of dirt.
In the course of our talk, I asked bim
how be made it farming?
"Well, sir," says he, "I don't make It.
The old farm has been tbe ruination of
me.
I bad worked in the mill for years,
and when Uncle Joe died and left me
$3000, I just bought this farm, thinking
to take life easy the rest of my days,
but I'm going to sell and go west where
my son is."
Well, just what he did was to sell the
farm and go west, and that is the last
I've heard of liim, but the new owner!
We!J, he came from Aroostook county,
bad bought this farm through an agency, and a madder man you never saw
than he was tbe first time be saw his
Farm, but lie went right to work, aud toJay there isn't a farm with tbe same
number of acres that pays better or looks
better. Tbe old manure he used to cultivate tbe land. He started out and
bought up calves that his fool neighbors
were almost
giving away, and raised
them all; started in with a few pigs, and
now has ten times as
many. Bts wife
attends to tbe chicken business, and
ioes a greater part of tbe dairy work,
besides her household duties and the
When first
:are of two small children.
:hey moved on the farm, tbe neighbors
ill thought she was just gone in conlumptinn; to-day she is strong and well,
ind I should judge happy.
When I got a chance, 1 asked Mr. X.
3ow be liked farming, and if he thought
farming paid. With a twinkle in the
;orners of his eyes, he asked me if I bad
I
teen bis farm the year he bought it.
;o!d bim I bad.
"Well," says be, "when I bought this
'arm 1 thought I bad got siuug in good
ibape, but after I bad carefully looked
t over, I made up my mind to see what
in it with the
t change I could make
east money, and you see the result,
k'es sir,· farming pays, not in one or two
wouldn't
ν ays, but in every way, and I
>ell my farm for three times what it cost
Κ FÏ.. in Maiue Farmer.
■nn "—V

be to buy the best Holstein ball 15 to 20
months old we could And for $200 to
$300. We speak of the price for the reason that we should not expect to
get a
3
a
à
S
a
a
>
X
bull of the quality we would demand for
H
0
Henry W. Dunn, part of homeany less money. Bulls worth having are
100 $ 903 $ tU
stead,
bred by men who cannot afford to
Umbagog 1'aper Co., balance
If
6252 34386 17193 sell them at cheap, low grade prices.
of township,
you go among these grade herds you
$176 42 will find a large
proportion of scrubs,
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surpoor trash, and you will find almost inplus Is appointed Agent to superintend the exthat they were sired by a bull
penditure of the same according to law and Is variably
that was bought because he waa cheap.
required to give bond as the law directs.
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of Not one farmer in a hundred ever starts
repairing so much of the County way lead out to buy a registered bull with the
Ing from Andover Corner to Upton a* lies' within
foresaid Surplus, and also so much of the Black question of bis quality first and
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Sur- { most in his mind. Vet you need a bull
on
the
of stronger breeding power at the head
plus, and for permanent Improvement
State Road In said Surplus, the sum of eight
than you do at
hundred Uftyfour dollars and eighty eight cents of a mixed her<1 of cows
the bead of a herd of pure-bred oows
l> assessed as follows:
The universal cry is ''How cheap can I
buy him?" and so they are accommodat
ed with cheap bulls In good earnest.
a
<
f·
*
Second: We would look about and
Ï
s
is,
a
a
w
buy the best milking Shorthorn cows we
Morton
Chas Chase, K. L.
could tind and-breed them to this good
559 $3075 $30 75
lands.
aire. IIis heifers we would raise; the
Cha*. Chase, part of Uutchlna
1100
1100
170
bull calves we would veal or keep to
farm,
H. II. Hutchlns, part of old
feed as steers. When the daughters of this
1 76
30
176
Homestead.
1100 bull come to 10 to IS m<>ntha of age we
200
1100
•lohu Ulbbs, Homestead,
would breed them back to their own
Henry W. Dunn, homestead
86
13
300
1386
and lot.
Bire.
Meantime we would be on the
10 39
1039
S. A. Abbott, lots No. ϋ and 23,189
6 99 lookout for every good cow we could
699
127
U.C. Abbott, lot No. 32,
find and try breeding tbein to this first
Martha E. Bart le tt, lots No. 30
1133
206
1133
and 31.
sire. So we would go on breeding for
Geo. E. A Chas. Smith, Umber
4 461 the best heifer calves we could get and
446
81
lot,
Berlin Mills Co, John Small
mating them in turn to their own aire.
9 57 Ah fast as these half and
957
174
farm,
three-quarter
lots
International 1'aper Co-,
bred heifers come into milk, we would
40, 41, 42,47, 48, 49, and Mara021
4802
48
of
the
873
a
record
weight of their
ton lot,
keep
Umbagog Paper Co., Plummilk and its butterfat content twice a
23 98
2398
436
mer lots 43. 44, 45 & 46,
month as long as they gave milk, and we
reCo..
Umbagog
Paper
would be sure to milk them as long as
mainder of township except
12214 67177 671 77
public lots,
they gave any milk, so as to establish a
$854 88 l<>ng milking habit.
When ttie granddaughters of the first
And It le hereby ordered that of this amount
$300, which Is a special assessment for that bull come in milk we would provide aufor
permanent Improve- otber bull of the same family line, uot
purpose, be expended
ment on the State aid road In said Surplus; that
too close, and mate them with him.
$'.>2.50 be expeuded on the Black Brook road:
und Henry L. i'oor of Andover Is appointed We would feed generously, especially
of
the
the
to
expenditure
Agent
superintend
the heifers, up to the time they dropped
same, and I* required to give bond as the law their first calf.
In about eight years we
directs. An I tint the balance of $462 38 be ex-I
pended on the road lead lug from Andover to would bave a herd of grade Holstein
Upton, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus cows worth looking at and working with.
is appointed Agent to superintend the expendiWe would select aud weed out the poorture of tti« same, and is required to give bond as
est very closely aud rigidly, pursuing
the law directs.
It
Ν Township Letter "C" for the purpose of I that course of breeding steadily.
Does Humus Unlock Soil Fertility?
the Black Brook road, so called, | would not be
repairing
many years before we
a
the
also
and
Hoard's Dairyman:—I was especially
in
said
"Carry
lying
township,
cows that would
a herd of
bave
would
ftoad", so called, whlcn lies In said township,
nterested in an article in tbe Nov. 7tb
and for permanent Improvement on the State take a mighty fine herd of pure-bred
iieue, "le humus more important than
road In said township, the sum of nine hundred cows to equal.
t in generally thought to be?"
My own
I.
ko
and tlfty-one dollars and eighty-three cents is asHTk
sessed as follows:
experience and studies of tbe soil bave
can govern their breeding by giving
convinced me that it is. For instance, all
them the beet sires possible to mate
:hemieta agree that most soils contain
w
«î*
U
When he buys his cows, be gets
with.
Ο
h
^1
Q3
rnough of all tbe elements tbat are necM
as a rule, too often, the calls, and tboee
S
S>
o«3
ο
tary to plant growth, though nut al>
h tbat farmers Lave bred from tbe cheapκ
ο
ways in an available form. My own exeat, most indifferent bulls tbey could
Union Water Power Co, of
has convinced me tbat human
perience
ami
buildlot
mm.
Lewlston,
Dairyman.
200 #100001» $200 U0 buy.—Hoard's
s produced by permitting any kind of
Inge.
I
T. U.Coe, one-thinI, David Pin
regetable'to decay In the soil, thereby
How Posts Should Be Set.
gree, Ann Maria Wheatland
iiseolving parts of tbe soil itself and
and Anna P. l'eabody, twothin le uf remainder of eald
putting it in shape to be lapped up by
TUE POSITION IN WHICH
he roots of plants.
township except public lot», 98891 375914 751 83 REVEH9ING
M. M. N.
THEY CHEW 1IASED ON A FALLACY.
Camden, Ind.
$961 .S3
Science has not as yet been able to
Αη<1 It Is hereby onlered that of this amount
the sum ot $531, which Ν a eiKcl.il assessment
determine just what relation hum
It is a very commou belief among < 'ully
for that purpose, be expended for ; ermanent lin-1
if je bears to soil fertility and plant
last
will
In
said
that
a post
road
aid
towushlp,
farmers
Stat*
on
the
longer
provrment
held tbat it
It wax
an I $15430 be expended on the Black Brook set in the
ground tbe reverse of tbe way I jrowth. little orformerly
no value, but it is now
road. And Henry L- Poor of Andover 1* apother words, )osses«ed
in
in
the
it
tree;
of
grew
the
expenditure
pointed A£ent to superintend
tbe important soil
the same, ami le required tu give bond as the law witb tbe butt end up.
Accordingly, one 1 :onsidered as one of
King's Physics of Agriculdirects. An I that the balance of $264.33 be ex- sees many p<>sts, especially end and gate 1 dements.
pended on the Carry road In said township, and
witb the small eud down. Tbe ;ure says:
E. F Coburn of Middle Dam la appointed Ag»nt posts,
"Humus is tbe product in the soil
to superintend the expenditure or the same, and supposition is tbat sap in a tree is always
is required to give bond as tie law directs.
ascending, or at least that it is easier for which gives to it usually its dark color,
Conse- >ut so far as its chemical composition is
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing the sap to go up tbau down.
so much of the County road leading from
it is argued, turning a post up- :oncerned its nature is not yet well unquently,
I
the
said
In
Surplus,
Andover to Upton a* lies
side down tends to prevent the rise of ierstood. It is a very important ingresum of 11 ft y dollars Is assessed aa follows:
water, helps to keep the wood dry ami lient of fertile soils and is the product
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of therefore renders it less liable to decay.
if decaying organic matter.
oublie lots, and owned one-thlnl by T. U. Coe of
"The great importance of humus in
Ann A» a matter of fact, sap or water can
Bangor, and two-thlnls by David Plngree,
igricultural soils is found in the fact
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody, dow in either direction witb equal faciliBurt
and
Dunn,
the sum of fifty dollars;
ty and tbe popular notion to the contra- bat it is relatively ineoluble under good
aforesaid, is appointed Agent to expend the
ield conditions and doe· not leach awav
law ry is incorrect.
same and la required to give bond as the
Careful experiments on the relative ind in this form becomes the food of
directs.
bave been liter forming germs which convert it by
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repair- durability of post timbers
ing the road In said Plantation runulng up made at the Ohio Agricultural Experi- Irgrees into nitric acid as one of their
to the4>lace formerly occupied by Win. Uormau
vaste products, but which is the essenment Station and tbo above question was
the sum of one hundred and fifty-seven dollars |
One fence in particular ial form of nitrogen for tbe foods of
considered.
and forty cents is assessed as follows :
contained 156 black locast posts, of nost plante. A soil entirely devoid of
which 8ti were set with tbe top end lumus must necessarily be manured or
δ
ε
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up, 39 witb tbe top end down and 31 did liven nitrogen in some other form
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At the end o( twenty years 30 nan.
set.
internat'onal Paper Co., lots 1,
posts, or 19 per cent, were decayed. Of
2,3.4 and 5, Kange 1; west
Beecher'e Farm Creed.
this number, 15 were top ap, 13 top
half of lot 2, R. 6; that part
down and 4 undetermined, in other
of lot 4, R. 8, and lot 4, R.9, InWe believe tbat soil love» to eat, as
19$$ $ 9845 $ 9 85
cluded In the state lot,
words, one third of those set top down veil as its owner, and ought, therefore,
Blanchani A Twltcheli Co.,
rotted off, as compared with only a little , ο be liberally fed.
W u>. Mason lots 6. 7, 8 A 9,
over one one-sixth of those top up. From
R. 1, and balance of township
We believe in large crops which leave
draining into the Androscogthis and numerous other observations
be land better than they found it—
Berlin
of
river north
"tbat
there
was
reached
conclusion
tbe
10 31
4080 lOsilO
naking tbe farmer and the farm both
alls, S.
60 I is no difference which end is put in tbe
396
119
True Estes, 12 lot 9. R. 13.
;lad at once.
tbat the sounder or largC. O. Demerltt, Ingalls horn s
We believe in going to tbe bottom of
4 17 ! ground, except
4168
521
stead.
er end should have the preference."
bings, and, therefore, in deep plowing
J A. Twaddeil, lot 2. R. 7, and
1 41
1405
281
The decay of a post is mostly at the ind enough of it. All the better with a
N. W. quarter of lot 2, R. 8,
Same owner, Alonzo Fltleld
ground line, since it ia there tbat tbe , lubsoil plow.
6 76
6760
845
homestead,
air and moisture
We believe tbat every farm should
1 74 conditions as to the
1744
218
Same owner, lot 4, R 5,
be development )wn a
25 are most favorable to
250
Same owner, W. M lot 2. R. 8, 50
good farmer.
3 84 of
3840
Other
Stlllman S. Llttlehale. homes'd, 480
things being
rot-causing fungi.
We believe that the best fertilizer for
300
30
60
tt. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
it
the
the
longer
post
73 equal, the larger
725
145
my soil is a spirit of industry, enterWin C Chapman, lot I, R. 15,
1 111 will last.
1110
223
Inverting a post often means prise and intelligence. Without this,
Seth Walker, lot 3. R. 9,
R.
lot
aud
15,
in
the
Brothers,
end
small
2,
tbe
Hasting*
ground
ime and gypsum, bones and green ma85 putting
845
169
and 1-2 lot», R. 13.
when this is done the time required to lure, marl and guano will be of little
Umbagog Paper Co., bal. of
where the big end is ue.
township except public lots,23116 115580 115 58 ro' off is less than
down. If both ends are equally sound
We believe in good fences, good barns,
$157 40
If
the larger should ko in the ground.
tood farm houses, good stock, good or
And C. O. Demerltt of Riley Plantation Is I1 one eud ia defective it should be up,
shards and children enough to gather
the expendlappointed Agent to superintend
as siuce the conditions above
ground are the fruit.
turc of said tax and is required to give bond
to
favorable
more
times
directs.
the law
durability
many
We believe in a clean kitchen, a neat
And It Is hereby onicred that said assessment than
just at or below the ground line. wife in it, a spinning wheel, a clean oupbe published as the law requires.
American.
board, a clean dairy and a clean con1 County Comr*s —Scientific
Hknky D. Hammond,
or the
science.
UfcoKUE W Walkkk,
}
The School of Common Sense.
Wellington H. Eastman, )Co. of Oxfonl.
We firmly disbelieve in farmers that
old
farmer
a
know
to
will not improve; in farms that grow
We used
quaiut
A true copy—attest
by the name of Uncle Sam Evans. By poorer every year; in starving oattle; in
CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
the way, did you ever hear a mau called farmers' boys turning into clerks and
24
"Uncle" that the people did not reepect? merchants; in farmers' daughters unwilUucle Saiu wa< tiikiug tu a group of ling to work, and In all farmers ashamed
young men at a barn raising about their jf their vocation or who drink whiskey
ambition to show off their physical until honest people are ashamed of
them.—Henry Ward Beecber.
strength and prowess aud sald:
"Boys, I'll tell ye. If you really want
Mow Is It Done?
to distinguish yourselves, there Is one
Men often say that they are doing all
place where you will find mighty little
competition. Thar is in cultivating your tbey can, but peraonal experience has
With all our schools j
common sense.
langht us that the amount of work a
and colleges, about the scarcest kind of man can do or supervise and look after
learning is common sense."
depends very much on bow it ia done.
Wouldn't it be a grand thing li there The measure of effloienoy, as well as
were a school where boys and young
quantity of work, ia governed almost enmeu could go sod be taught oommon
tirely bytbe skill and comprebensioo
far
sense?
So
sente? What is common
with which we do the work. There is
that
tbe
wisdom
is
it
as we can tee,
as old maxim which saya, "a dull cat
true under- catcbea few mice."
broa \
a
from
comet
of
commou
things
things—tbe
The real money value of a man's work
standing
L.
Since childhood Miss Nan
that constantly surround us and from upon the farm depends upon the way it
Connor hag found
which we can never escape. Just for is done, that I», whether it is done with
the lack of that wisdom there are a great a full understanding of what la involved
of farmer· have worked
many failures in everything.—Hoard's Thousands
ills. It
$ rtliabit remedy for many
themselves to death with but little to
Dairyman.
of
highcr-priccd
does the work
show for it In the end. There must be a
medicines, and saves many dollars.
Uon. J. S. Duff, minister of agricul- thoughtful, a udlous brain behind the
Β urn him, Maine:
ture for Ontario, '· * he hopes tbe time hands, whether they belong to farmor or
Med"I remember the 'L. F.* Atwood's
would never come when butter sod eggs hired man, if good résulte are to Hjw
reliable remedy
icine from childhood, as a (or children as
as good
0:i the farm especially is it
c >uld be bought any cheaper than tbey from labor.
for suny ills. It is
who
nuinr
know
people
for grown folks I
are to-day.
true, that "the mind is the measure of
mort catily
ituUaJ
»/
it
ciuiantfy
tut
and
"Tbe poor woman on the farm strug- the man."—Hoard's Dairyman.
antdtcimt. It fives a good appetite
the system."
gled too many years to make money on
helps to tone up
L.
Conkom
Nan
[signed]
15-eent butter," he said,"and the bens of
Lots of us are so busy acquiring and
All Dealers
have wasted altogether too
Oatario
Big Bottle—jje—At
of enjoyUs
oare of the meana
taking
Sample—FREE—From
Liberal
ranch energy in laying 10-oent eggs."
Me.
meut that we have do time to enjoy our·
Portland.
Ce*
L F.* kfedtcia·
•elve·.
Ice water to drink when the morcury
is on a still buut for tbe bottom of the
The trouble with a good many of us la
the shivers to tbe
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

of land hereinafter mentioned In said
County, for the puri>oee of ascertaining the condition of sa!<t roads and estimating the amount
Herd.
Building A Urade
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearΛη Iowa subscriber writes un aud
not
were
roads
said
that
on
*ald
ing
Inspection
In good repair an<l not safe and convenient for Bays:
of oumber one
"I want to get a
public travel and that a tax should
purpose* of on
said lands for the repair of said
I>e assessed
grade Holstein cowa of the beat
roads therein ; they do therefore on the 3Utn day
Give
of December. A. D. 1913, adjudge and order that and in the shortest time
as to the
the following sums be assessed and the same are m your beat
unIn
lands
the
following
hereby assessed upon
way to succeed."
incorporated townships and tracts of land hereWo understand that there are no Hoi·
inafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during the year steins in the vicinity of thie
1914, to wit :
The
type of cattle there are
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
Shorthorn grades.
repairing that part of the County road leadPerhaps we can answer this inquiry
ing from Andover Corner to Upton which lies
In said Surplus the sum of one hundred and best
stating the course we would purseventy six dollars forty-live cents Is assessed as sue.
The tiret thing we would do would
follows :
tracts

to

Horse, weighs 1150 Ibe.

Surrey.
Reo Runabout.
Maxwell Ruuabout.

Sleigh·.

Concord Buggy.

Punt Buggy.
Set Heavy Work Harno··.
Set Surrey Harueae.
Single Haroeaa.
Road Cart.

Ridiug Saddle.
NELSON G. ELDER,

Souib Parie.
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LUNCH ROOM.

the sales of the preceding year. The
timber sold was largely for future outting under contracts that will run for a
number of years. The actnai cut was a
little lees than 500 million board feet, an
Still
increase of 15 per cent, over 1912.
larger sales are in prospect.

ΊΊΜΒΕΒ BALE METHODS AND PKODLEUS.

The timber sale policy of the forest
service is summarized as aiming first of
all to prevent losses by Are, and secondly
to utilize the ripe timber which can be
marketed. Other aims are: to cut so ax
to insure restocking and forest permanence; to get the full market value for
the timber sold; to prevent speculative
acquisition and private monopoly of
public timber and to maintain competitive conditions in the lumber industry so
far as possible; to provide first for the
needs of local communities and industries; to open lands of agricultnral value
to settlement withont allowing them to
be tied up by timber speculators; and,
finally, to secure as soon as possible the
cost of production and administration to
the government and a revenue to the national forest states, to which go 25 per
cent, of all receipts.
A large number of national forests already more than pay operating expenses. The revenue from the Alaskan
forests now exceeds the cost of administration. Thjsame is true generally in
t'ie southwest.

funds tbat can be made available (or tbia
purpose. Although money for timbersale work le necessarily subtracted
from what is needed to protect the for-

ests

•

An
! Abduction

against fire, improved organization

of the fire protective system has increased its efficiency. Owing partly to
favorable weather conditions the total
lire loss wm only $67,000, less than 10
per cent, of last year, which was the
bent to date.
The resident population of the foroffte
is given as nearly 200,000, and the IranRecei-nt population as over 1,500,000.
reation use of tho forests is increasing
greatly, and is In some places giving rise
to the need for careful panitnry regulation in the interest of the 1,200 cities
deriving their water supplies from
hi reams protected by the forests.

•

MONEY FOR THE STATES.

The system of range management employed by the forest service is held to
offer hope of relief to the average citizen concerned over the dwindling supply
of meat products and their alarming
rise in cost. The national forests furnish abundant forage supplies, opportunity for the adoption of the best
methods, freedom from livestock diseases, and protection in the enjoyment
of ail rights and privileges. Cattle from
the Hayden national forest in Colorado
t »ok the grand championship prize at
the National Live Stock Show in Denver, aud in many cases the lambs from
Losses
the forests topped the market.
from predatory animals are growing lees
as the wolves, bears and other animals
are killed off by forest officers.
GAME

I'BOTECTION.

In connection with the grazing work'
the forests serve to protect game; and
the Wichita forest, with its buffalo herd,
h one of the show places of Oklahoma.
During the year the service cooperated
with the biological survey in placing
over two hundred elk on various nitionul fnreiita

were

A

stocked

lari/A

nnmhnr

with*trout fry.

of

Hfrpams

CLAIMS ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

A large part of the report Is devoted
dieoueitioo of various kinds of claims
under which title to land within the forests is sought. Nearly a thousand homesteads were taken up under a SDecial act
which provides for opening to settlement land suitable for agriculture. The
report states, however, that some old
homestead claims were instituted for the
purpose of securing timber, and the
name le still true of some mining claims.
"As attempted frauds uuder tbe mining laws are usually resorted to by Intereste in no way associated with mining
similarly the vast majority of homestead
frauds are not chargeable to practical
farm ng; but the appeal to popular prejudice has been made in the name of tie
mining industry and iu tbe name of the
farmers of the colintry."
to a

minim; claims.

'The mining laws," Mr. Graves says,
afford tho greatest cloak for land
frauds In the national forests, and fraudulent mining claims are initiated by men

and interests having no connection whatTbe
with tbe mining industry."
mining laws, for example, have been
used to cover townsite and timber
claims, to secure farms and ranches, to
Moure mineral springs, sites for saloons.
8"68' RDd 8C0Ck waterinK
ever

placesP°Wer

It has often been asserted that the
national forests bave operated as a bar
Figto legitimate raining development.
ures collected in Colorado during the
if
there
anything,
past year show that,
is more activity in prospocting on the
than
outside.
forests
national
"As with the stock industry, the
proper relatione of the forest service
with the mining industry should be co-

operative."

CLASSIFYING LANDS FOB U8E.

One of the largest tasks of the service
during the past year has been the classification of lands within the national forests in respect to their highest future
Thie work was undertaken during
"®β·
1913 on a more comprehensive scale than
ever before, because there was a specific
appropriation for the purpose. Large
areas are being classified where the
amount of land chiefly valuable for agriculture warrants its being taken out of
the foreeta, and it also takes caree of

of plunder on the part of nil unscrupulous persons. Mr. Wheaton had
placed greut conlidence in one Peter
Whitbeck und his wife, Mary, and,
knowing that his duys were numbered, made a will appointing the Whit-

ΙλΙ™

WATER

Many
history

Mrs. Whitbeck

IMPROVEMENT* ON THE FORESTS.
are being made increasingMore than 350 miles of
road, nearly 300 miles of fire lines, nearly 4,000 miles of telephone lines, and
2,600 raiies of trails were built. Tho
present value of all public Improvethe ,oreete 1» somewhat over
™
13.000,000, two-thirds of this amount
having been put luto lines of communication and protection.
Receipts from all souroes for the year
were

slightly under 12,500,000, showing

was

a covetous wom-

It is quite probable that if it had
not been for her the incidents contained in this story would not have taken
place. Wheaton's confidence In Peter
Whltbeck's integrity might have been

an.

had not the latter fallen unAs it
der the influence of his wife.
was. no sooner had Wheaton passed
away than Mrs. Whitbeck began to
plot to get possession of Evelyn's fortune. The will guve her every opportunity. Inasmuch as in ndditlon to giving her husband the care of the estate
it gave her the care of Evelyn herself,
for by its terms the heiress was to live
with the Wliltbecks till she attained

Justified

of the

extreme

characters in

her over.

The Whitbecks took up their resl
alcoholics; anarchists, revo
iutionists and such people, and their ex- dence in a small town not far nortfl
traordinary roasonings are held by the of the boundary line between the
medical experts as proof that alcoholism United States and Canada.
It was
is a form of insanity, that the steady
not long before Evelyn learned that

I

Tbe development of water power upon
the national forests increased rapidly
during the year, particularly in California. It is the purpose of tbe service
in
to encourage power development
every possible way, while safeguarding
The minithe interests of the public.
mum output from tbe permits now in
force is nearly 800,000 horsepower.
Regulations now in force aim to safe
guard tbe interests of the public, prevent speculative holding of power sites
provide for complete and proper development and continuous operation se·1
cure a return to the government for the

The forests
ly accessible.

the

I

DEVELOPMENT.

privilege granted, provide a means by
which states and municipalities may acquire power permits, and prevent unjust
charges being placed on the cousumer.

with

management of her property till she
have
should become twenty-one years old.

her majority.
The residence of these persons was
The steady drinker is never fully sane.
At the time of her faThere are thousands of steady drinkers in Vermont.
who walk and work among us every day ther's death Evelyn was attending
(for a while, but seldom for many years), school at Northampton, Mass., and de
who will declare this is all nonsense, .sired to finish the academic
year there.
aud that they are quite as bright and
To this the Whitbecks made no objecintellectual as the man who is not a
tion.
Mrs. Whitbeck waB anxious to
drinker.
L)r. C. T. Crothers, superintendent of get her bearings as to the will and
the Walnut Lodge Hospital, Hartford, study out the best way of getting the
Conn., with other authorities on alco fortune or as much of it as possible
holic poisoning, declares that an alco- Into her possession.
holic is never absolutely sane.
By alcoBut, though Evelyn had but a few
holic he means a man who is a steady
months left at school, that iiftppened
who
drinks
man
a
constantly, which later
drinker,
gave her a champion. She
every day, or at least seldom is intoximet Arthur Tendleton, then a law stuit
that
boast
his
who
makes
and
cated,
does not hurt him, and that he can do as dent, and the two became engaged.
Pendleton was not looking for a forgood work as any man.
Such a man is constantly gathering tune by marriage. Indeed, he did not
poisons that form from within and with- know that Evelyn had any property
out.
The constant drinking forms a until some time after she had returned
steady degree of this poisoning and a to her home nnd written him concerning
derangement of the nerves which breaks some
suspicions she had gathered as
out in some acute disease.
to the disposition of It by her guardIn addition to this, Dr. Crothers de
claree that the steady drinker is degen- Ian. From certain moves made by the
Even the steady drinker does Whitbecks which Evelyn could not unerate.
is derstand it was evident to Pendleton
I not always realize this, and the public
seldom aware of it, because it is some- that something was wrong with the
thing that is always hidden. The alco- administration of the estate.
hol deviates from the normal; he is abEvelyn had not been intimate with
normal in many ways; be lacks control
the Whitbecks before her father's
of himself in many ways, and hie ordeath and was not disposed to comganic vigor is enfeebled.
The confirmed alcoholic or steady municate the fact of her engagement
drinker, according to Dr. Crothers, may to them. At any rate, she put It off
seem to bave average capacity, yet in
from time to time.
But certain well
■nmn thin cm he
has a weakness border- filled envelopes coming to the home
Â steady
tag almost on imbecility.
addressed in a man's hand made Mrs.
drinker may be performing professional
Whitbeck suspicious, and steaming
but
work that seems of a high grade,
πιο paste on une or tuem, sue read
there is connected with it the moral
the Inclosure to learn that Pendleton
palsy and Rcxual insanity of one plainly
demented, yet be is known only by his was explaining to Evelyn that from
professional work, and, therefore, the information she had given him he was
actual horrors of alcoholism are kept sure her guardian was acting coutrury
covered αρ.
to law.
There was, and among many there is
Mrs. Whltbeek resealed the envelope
to-day, a belief that alcohol is a stimu- and returned It ns she hud found It to
lant and a tonic possessed of some power
The former was in frequent
to give force to the cells and functional Evelyn.
consultation with David Miller, a lawability, bat this is only tradition. Studies
of exact science in the laboratory show yer who gave his services on promthat alcohol is an anesthetic, a depressant ise <>f lieing well paid in case he could
and a narcotic, and tbat its firct effects secure the property for her without
on the sensory centres are to diminish
subjecting her to criminal procedure.
their acuteness and pervert their ac- After opening Evelyn's letter she went
«
tivity.
to this attorney and told him what
It is in this way that alcohol deludes
Pendleton had said. Miller advised
its victims with a false consciousness of
to Canbe her to change her residence
that
and
may
always
strength
vigor
This would be advantageous Id
contradicted if properly tested with in- ada.
The first effect of sending case her husband or she should be
strument.
the blood to the bead and
surging proceeded against criminally, and It
through the brain with increased velocity would also be of benefit In enabling
is not increased vigor, bat increased irri- her to keep possession of Evelyn hertation which comes just before anesthesia self, for it might in time be necessary
and diminuition uf power.
for them to take the ground that the
The drinker is thus deceived.
heiress was incapable of uiunaging
cerebral
and
nephritis
Pneumouia,
her property.
fatal
and
all
common
are
hemorrhage
When it was announced to Evelyn
results of prolonged alcoholism or steady
a
drinking. The drink impulse is like that Mr. Whitbeek's affairs needed
epilepsy in the sudden, conclusive, im- change of residence to Canada, and
petuous and overwhelming desire of the that the removal was to be made at
victim to secure the narcotic which the once, she wns appalled.
She refused
drink offers. As this is continued it be- to
go. but was informed that by the
as
is
and
comes a disease,
recognized
terms of her father's will she must
such among medical men to-day. The
live with the Whitbecks until she ata
victim
as
much
is
drinker
just
steady
This and the
her majority.
of a disease as is the inmate of an asy- tained
fact that she had no other home won
lum.

W.ork

POWER

Evelyn's guardians

giving out reports that she
She deterhad been acting queerly.

they

were

mined to leave them at once, and withcommunicating her design, made
her preparations for tilght. But Mrs.
Whltbeek, who was watching her, suspected her Intention and. searching
her room, discovered concealed a suit

out

this is where the victim ceases to be normal.
Heredity is a powerful factor.
Juetasineane parents, while not handing ac ual insanity down to their children, <.o be jueatb to them a body that
is unprepared to resist insane tendencies,
so do alcouolic parents leave to their
children a weakened body that craves
stimulant, and such children easily become alcoholics if they are allowed to
use intoxicants.
Alcohol is ono of the most far-reachDr.
ing aud subtle poisons known.
Crotbers declares that mere suspension
a
no
means
is
for
craze
of the
by
spirits
Ineane patiente are frequently discure.
charged from asylums because tbey appear to bo quite normal, yet it is seemingly the rule instead of the exception
that such people become insaue again
and have to be taken baok. Tbey are
not actually cured; thero is merely a period when tbey seem normal.
Dr. Crothers has
For forty years
studied alcoholism, and he declares that
only by the greatest caution and care in
living a clean life physically and mentally can victims of alcohol obtain a
In fact, be holds that it in quite
oure.
as difficult to care an alcoholio aa it is to
cure a person suffering from some other
form of insanity.
Wi'h proper care and treatment and
proper assistance on the part of the victims themselves, Dr. Crothers thinks
that fully half of the steady drinkers
might be cured, considering the advances of medicine to-day; the ability to
cure only 50 per cent, is evidence of the
grave nataro of alcohol poisoning, and
of the peculiar form of insunity it really
brings on. He estimates that there are
more than a quarter of a million alcoholics in what is known as the chronic
class tbat receive little or no treatment.
This is because they do not realize
But
that they are really abnormal.
neither doea the average insane man believe he ie mentally deficient.—Los Angeles Examiner.

case

containing

such articles as one

would need ou a Journey.
The town In which these persons
lived was in the province of Ontario,
pome ten miles from the northern limit
«f New York. It had been chosen by
the Whitbecks because It was the headquarters of a body of the mounted
Canadian police, and should Evelyn attempt to escape them this force would
be available to prevent her doing so.
When Mrs. Whltbeek learned of Evelyn's intended flight she notified the

police that the girl had shown symptoms of insanity and she feared might
attempt to take her life. If they saw

her making tor the St Lawrence river,
which was but a mile or two distant,
they were to bring her back. The consequence was that Evelyn had not got
out of town before a policeman stopped her and, not heeding her protest,
took her to Mrs. Whltbeek, who, with
ι show of great concern and tenderness, took her in and locked her up.
The villainy of the game that was
being played was now apparent to
Evelyn, and she was filled with consternation. That which she most

dreaded was being put in a lunatic
asylum and kept there while her guardBut
ians appropriated her property.
such a course at present did not acThey were
cord with their plans.
working with their lawyer to shift
about certain property by legal process
with a view to finally getting it into

1

wjffo

J

ί

f
I

Evelyn

saving his betrothed. Ordinary legal
technicalities are often discouraging,
but when to these is added a problem
of extradition they are next to hopeless. Added to this, Pendleton bud no
fortune of his own, and Evelyn's was
in the bauds of her Jailers.
There was but one

In a twinkling the two
the girl into the conveyance
had covered a mile before

i

μ
and

the

off and who was
eager for the success of her kidnapa little scream, but a word
I 'ng, gave
At t it·
from Pendleton ealnied her.
sume time he brought the whip down

more

You have heard it before,

return.

"Look here, Jimmy," impatiently inthe beautiful girl, "how
ask
many more times nre you going to

to marry you?"
"Not many. I guess, Delia, dear,"
answered the young man with great
"One of the other three
frankness.
girls that I am proposing to Is beginning to show signs of weakening."—
me

Philadelphia Telegraph.

Dangere of Crowd·.
man is statiding still
weight acts vertically downward, but
on moving he exerts a side thrust
greater than his weight. Consequently
a crowd moving rapidly on a structure
like α pier exerts a tremendous sideWhen

a

wise pressure which tends to throw
If a man stands on a
the pier over.
plunk bridge it bends sllginly. but if
he walks across it sways violently up
A regiment of soldiers
»cd down.
marching in step across a trestle or
Dther light bridge would cause such a

tremendous swaying motion that it
would give way. and so soldiers always "break step" In crossing such a

bridge.
ι

On a certain swing footbridge acrosa
glen in the north of Scotland is a

notice forbidding Newfoundland dogs
These dogs trot
to be taken across
In such perfect rhythm as to cause a
langerons "sway" in a small bridgeA man rising to a standing from a

dttlng posture exerts on the ground a
force equal to twice his weight Thus
when a crowd suddenly springs to Its
feet at a football match or theater the
jtrain on the supporting stands Is
•normous and has to be allowed for by
he

jI

Bunk-1

worn

once

eloquence

engineers.—Pearson's Weekly.

Cards For Juliet
charming custom among tourists
it Verona is that of leaving their vis
ting cards at the reputed tomb of
A

This

head, looking back, announced that I liken as
they were followed. Evelyn, whose I mmortal

surprise had

south

soft

terrupted

hired another team to act as a relay,
to be waiting in the road for them on
their return.
The two young men entered the town
about 0 o'clock at night, inquired the
way to \\ hit beck's hou^e, and on
reaching it Pendleton went to the door
Bankhead stood
and rang the bell.
Whltbeck opened
close behind him.
Pendleton du>hed upstairs
the door.
while Bankhead held Whitbeek cowed
Pendleton
at the point of a pistol.
opened a door, then another. A third
he found locked and kicked it open.
Within he found Evelyn, who had not
gone to bed. 'taking her by the arm.
he led her downstairs. Mrs. Whitbed;.
In dishublllu, opened her bedroom door
and, seeing what was going on, run to
a front window und shouted tor tin>t

wind blowing
started to
tell her of his wondrous love.
"Delia, dear," he tenderly remarked,
throwing away his cigarette to give
further play, "there ia
his
with

caressingly he

we

suitable person to aid him. Llis choice
fell upon Walter Bankhend, η man of
nerve and energy.
Bankhead, having
consented, went ahead and hired the
fastest team he could find. The same
evening Pendleton Joined him. and
they crossed the St. Lawrence river bv
ferry, hiring the ferryman for a good
sum to he on the Canadian shore til:
midnight, ready to push off at a moments notice.
Midway between the
river and the point of their attack they

men

ed,

but"—

hope—kidnaping.

police.

There Were Other·.
He was a rather persevering young
man. and lie had proposed to a beautiful girl something like a dozen times,
and on each occasion the answer had
been a negative one. Still he perseverand one night on a moonlight walk

something that I must tell you before

On this he resolved, but soon after entering upon his preparations learned
that the town where Evelyn was held
a captive was the headquarters of a
Canadian police force. Nevertheless,
since there was no other plan open to
him, he resolved to undertake it.
Pendleton needed an assistant and
looked among his acquaintances for a

I
I

I

I
I

lullet

η

act

however,

must

be

pretty compliment to the

love story rother than

as

an

•ffering in memorlam. for It Is unlike
y that travelers have not learned that
ho tomb is In reality one of those

>lous fictions so dear to the senti
nental and that even Shakespeare's
;
upon tlie horses' haunches.
ragedy Itself Is generally held to have
the
Now comiueuced a race between
A writer In the
10 historical basis
fugitives and the mounted police. Tl:
Graphic of London says, "The so call
police gained and had diminished tie >d tomb, of red Veronese marble. In
distance between them and the fugi
he gardens of the Orphanage, was for·
tives by more than half when the lût
Another
nerly a washing trough."
tl>.
in
ter reached the relay standing
"There Is
vriter Is no less severe.
consult.
road. Not half a minute was
denty to see In Verona." he says, "the
ed In making the transfer, ami tl.
ides of northern Italy, without wasti:
were off again with a fresh team
ng time, money and emotion in lookthis time the horses of the polid :t
But the custom reng at frauds."
having gone over five miles, iviu·
nalns and will remain as long an there
In·::
trifle Jaded, and the kidnapers
ire tourists.
A bn>
to draw away from them.
!
whistled over the fugitives' heads.
Neglect of the Scalp.
"Good!" exclaimed Bankhead. "Wlie:
Inheritance has something to do with
know
he
to
tiring
resorts
a policeman
Men In a family usually
laldnees
he's going to lose his quarry."
lave a disposition to get bald at about
si:l
"But we have a river to cross,"
he same age. Certain scalp diseuses
gested Pendleton.
ause buldness. but the largest factor
A single horse was heard cluttering
nie ncmp is
η uaianess is neglectAhead of the others, and a ui.in slowly
.•xceedlngiy dirty In the average run
nu ma nenrer.
Bankhead tire.] a shot
If any ottier si*
>f men and boys
over his head and he evidently feared
nches of skin were kept as dirty as
being hit. for he fell bark. After this
he scalp It would be considered a dis
the distance between the kidnaper.-·
There is no reason why boys
rrace.
and the police grew visibly less, though
ihould not be taught to wash the hair
to
doubtless
011.
hoping
the latter kept
with soap and water every day. then
Mut lin*
take the party at the river.
lry and brush It well Am soon as the
ferryman was ready, und the fugitives, toy gets old enough to wnhb hit· ears
abandoning their team, jumped in*<> ind to keep his face clean down to
the stern of the boat, the oars bent
iio collar line he should also keep his
and boat und load shot out into the
icalp clean. If the hair after wash
broad river. When the police reached
b«
ng la too dry a little grease can
u
mowthr
were
the bank the fugitives
ised. Following this plan there should

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

|

hnlfwn.v

over.

Pendleton and Evelyn were married
as soon as they reached the south bank
of the river, Rankhead being best man

There were no flowers, no gifts, no
bridal veil, no orange blossoms, aiul
yet this simple wedding was full of

happiness.

Pendleton, on getting his flaticec on
United States soli, as her attorney
colled for on accounting of the estate
through the courts. A compromise was
mode by which 00 per cent of the
property was saved to the heiress.
The scheme to get possession of the
minor's property, planned and executed by her guardians, was only equaled
In Ingenuity by the counterphn of h<>r
betrothed. In daring his plan far exceeded theirs.

were

an increase of 14 per oent, over 1912
while expenditures for administration
What
the hands of α confederate.
and protection were slightly over «4 600
most interested them was in keeping
thermometer brings
a decrease from 1912 of 2
showing
000,
owner will tbat we are trying to make to-morrow
the heiress with them and under such
cow, and tbat means tbat her
percent. It la pointed out that thu
strict duress that she could get no one
shiver when he looks into bis pocket- pay for daybefote yeaterday.
work of examining and appraising timA homeholJ remedy In America for 26 years— to help her.
Between her and Mrs.
book for tbe profit from her keeping.
ber prior to sale is seriously behindhand
For cats, sprains, j
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil.
Count no van lazy nntll yon have In some regions and that larger receipts burns, scalds, bruises, 23c and 90c. At all drug Whltbeek there was only the thin
If yon wish an anooyanoe to grow all tried him
tbe right work.
from timber ato contingent upon the [ Btorea.
pretense of the latter that she believed
need to do is to watoh It.

Good service, at all ordinary
Over Churchill's market,
hours.
South Paris.
D. W. Coombs. you

j

sending

palled

Than Extradition

By HELOISE BRAYTON

becks

a letter than receiving one.
wrote her situation to Pendlewith a coin, to a
; ton and dropped it,
He
her window.
under
boy
passing
j
It
! posted It for her. and the next day
! was in her fiance's hands.
Pendleton was now in possession of
the facts of the case, but he was upat the difficulties In the way of
:

I

Proc-

ject

which detailed classification drinker is never fully sane.
Just as certain diseases devour or dewill disclose small areas suitable for agr cultural development within the forstroy the cells, so alcohol poisoning proThe work is being carried on with duces a condition which calls for a re
ests.
the assistance of the bureau of soils and turn of the same toxin, or poison, and

One rethe bureau of plant industry.
waH ,he elimination of
th'e
μΟ,ΟΟΟ acres from the Nebraska national
forest, 23,000 acres from the Rainier, in
Washington, and 413,770 acres from the
Deschutes and Paulina, in Oregon.
About 300,000 acres In small isolated
tracts were listed for settlement dnring
the year. The areas now being examined for classification have a total area of
about three mi I lion acree.

Quicker

everybody knows thut u rich minor
without u naturul protector is un ob-

More than 700 thousand acres
been acquired for national forest purpises in the southern Appalachians and
White Mountains, of which considerably
m»re than half was secured during 1013.
These lands are boing protected against
BAN'OK MANAGEMENT AND BECEIPTS.
and the work of the government
The forage resources of the natienal fire,
liaR greatly strengthened local sentiment
forests are pointed out as contributing
forest fires. Some 250 miles of
to the maintenance of over 20 million against
to help in fire control, were com?iead of livestock, which snpply in part trail,
the year.
ut least the demands for meats, hldos or pleted during
wool of every state in the Union. The
COOPERATION WITH STATES.
receipts from grazing, during 1913,
Cooperation with states in protecting
t'lough second to those from timber, forested watersheds from fire has brought
and
a million
were more thao
dollars,
about a cooperative field organization In
howed an increase over the previous fifteen
states, and the same arrangement
the
that
season
of
the
fact
in
year
spite
is contemplated with three others.
<vae lo*s favorable and the area reduced.
Over 4 per cent, more stock was grazed
of increased forage pro- Why the Steady Drinker is Said to
as the result
duction and improvements in handling
be Never Sane.

stock, especially sheep.

a

Evelyn W lieu toil lost her mother
when Evelyn wus u baby, and her father died when she was seventeen.
She wus heir to u large fortune, and

from the forests is paid
over to the states by the federal government for the benefit of county schools
and roads. An additional 10 per cent,
is expanded in building roads and trails
About
for the benefit of the public.
$587,000 will be available for the states
last
yoar's
during the current year from
receipts, besides $235,000 provided for in
the road fund.
Altogether, including
special funds for Arizona and New Mexico, the national forests provided nearly
$307,000 to be expended for the benefit
of the states in which they are situated.

receipts

APPALACHIAN FOBESTS.

ess

I

Under ozisting law 25 per cent, of the

gross

It Proved

•

i

Evelyn to be under sncli a nervous
«train as to need constant watching,
Evelyn's letters were intercepted, but
It Is more difficult to prevent one from

Fifty Yards

on

The curious miter
worn by women of

bhuped headdress
in

Spalu

during the middle ages Is described in
"The Queens of Aragon." by E. L.
It consisted of an undcrcoli
Miron.
with plaited edges, covered by u second resembling a Phrygian or Catalan cap, the Hat point falling over liki'
that of α nightcap. These miters, sup
posed to bo of oriental origin, were Introduced into Spain by Beatrice ot
Suabla, queen of Ferdinand, the saint
of Castile.
Very hot and heavy tfcej
must havo been, considering that
sometimes as much as fifty yards ol

used to moke them.
They were fastened under the chin by
The same wrl:er
a ribbon or band.
used
refers to the silver bed ladders
for climbing Into tbo high medieval
material

were

beds.

An Extraordinary Projectile.
A child's struggles with the Intricate
facts of history are sometimes almost
batas serious ο matter to him as the
tles of which he reads. The results,
however, ore not always without hu
mor, as ο

story in Everybody's Maga-

zine shows.
A small boy handed In the following
In an examination paper In United

States history:

"General Braddock was killed In the

Revolutionary war. He had three
horse* shot under him. and a fourth
went through bis clothes."
Good Hindsight.

"Is Dibble η man who can be de
pended on to give a good account of
himself In an emergency?"
"Tee—after the emergency has pass-

ed."—Birmingham Age-Herald.

Jailbird·.
It is estimated that in the United
States 132 persons out uf 1(H),000 are
fn prison on any given day. In Itiiy
217, and in the United Kingdom 4fl

restaurant

'opening" hour every morning, a
poung Japanese has become one of
Jie regulars, and his remarks when
:he various tape wise oracles hold
forth have afforded those who watch
Jie eager group no little amusement
The questions why Χ. Y. Z. continues
» sag and the possibility of a cut
η the dividend of Ο. P. B. seem as
are to
»asy of solution to him as they
veterans like Mr Near Broke or Mr.
Elas Been. Mr. Once Rich said to him
"Bet you a cigar Α. Β &
higher before it goes down."
"No," he said, "no gamble—only
ipeculate," and be pointed a nervous
joes

Trlt>
Inger at the ticker.—New York
1D&

Flogged Only Genlueee at Eton.
Some of the hardships of life at Eton
as
□ bygone times might be regarded
lompltmentury to the sufferers. Only
he best of the boys were called upon
The biographer of Dr.
ο bear them.
'air records that the famous Eton
'head" "believed in flogging for all
iffensee and even for absence of of·

ense," but never punished stunted camdty or tried to extort much from
Dcdlocrlty. If Parr made up his mind
hat a boy wns to be classed as "medlκτβ" that boy enjoyed practical Imnnnlty from the birch ever after Bat

vben the bead assistant told the doc·
or "1 believe So-and-so is a lad of
renins" the answer wae: "Bay you βοΐ
Chen let the flogging begin tomorrow!"

-London Chronicle.

Mixture of Harmony.
lira. Sharp (to next door neighbor»—
Sow do yon like the design of oar
Neighbor-It set»ms
lew wall paper?
Mrs. Sharp» me to be rather loud
We
Fee. that's why we select it
thought It might drown the sound of
roar daughter's piano

Iod Telegraph.

playlngl—Lon

The Family Doctor.
Tm the family doctor."
"Bat I thought you were a veterinary

rargeon?"

But then, yon see. their
am.
consists of a French terrier, a
St Bernard and a Chinese poodle."—
Detroit Free Press.

"So I

family

Virginia

Dare.

The first white child born

on

the

wns
Virginia
continent
American
She was born on Roanoke IsDare
land In 1587 She was the grandchild
if Governor John White.

Courage le
John B'»yle O'Reilly. •omeday.

Be true to your word and your work

and your frieud

Nice Distinction.
In the Wall street
llstrlct, where a stock ticker attracts
ι large crowd of Interested men at the
In a

■ecently,

the Head.

quality

premature baldness. Generally
be horse Is out before the stable door
β locked.—Chicago Tribune
>e no

a

quality

all

will need

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Bethel.
Rev. J. M. Frost, district superintendent of tbe Lewlston District, preached
at the Methodist church Sunday, Jan.
IN
ALL
WEEK
THE
OF
DOINGS
THE
4tb.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Special meetings have been held at tbe
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Methodist church during tne week.
Pari· Hill.
Eben S. Kilborn has purchased Mrs.
I
Barker's bouse, also sold his
Flm Baptist Church, Bev. O. W. Γ. Hill, pas- L. T.
iqu
South Paris, Maine, January 13,
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10 M a. m. stable on Broad Street to William Bingservice
Sabbath
12.
evening
at
School
Sunday
2d.
at7 38
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at ham,
Wednesday evening tbe seniors and
Meeting the laat Friday before
ATWOOD & FORBES, I 'J30·.litÇovenaat of
All
the month at 2 30 p. M.
the
Sunday
juniors of Goold Academy were enterESTABLISHED 1*3

The Oxford Democrat.

Editor 1 ami

froprittort.

aot otherwise

connected

are

cordially Invited.

tained at tbe home of Judge and Mrs.
A. £. Herrick. After the books represented had been guessed, the reet of tbe

of the
i Oo account of the dedication
Grange Hail at Sooth Pari·, the circle
t
with charades and
Tlkms —$1-50 » year If paid strictly In advance. supper will be postponed until Friday evening was spent
Delicious refreshments
Otherwise #- 00 a year. Single copiée 4 cents.
evening. Λ short entertainment will be other games.
one and all appreciated
All legal advertisements
The supper committee wish to were served, and
Advkktlsemkxts.
for f I 50 giveo.
of spending tbe evening at
are given three consecutive Insertions
have notice given that they will be un- the privilege
concolumn.
Social
of
to
bave
length
per Inch
but they want all thia lovely home, where so many
tracu made with local, transient and yearly able to call on many,
and royal enter|
the
hospitality
or
enjoyed
and
anything
advertisers.
to come
bring pastry
tainment of tbe bost and hostess.
for the supper table·.
Job Pbistimo —New type, fast preneen, electric elite good
Last week Friday the "Ail Stars" of
low price»
and
home
workmen
returned
Atwood
L.
power, experience·!
Raymond
buslour
of
Bethel and Qonld Academy first team
I'omMic to make till» department
from Cambridge, Mans., Saturday.
net* complete an<l popular.
with the Academy
Leslie Bennett retarned this week to played basket-ball,
Point Anne, Ontario, where he is em- winning.
KIXULE COPIE*.
Thursday evening Rev. W. C. Curtis
and James Oswald accompanied
cents ployed,
led the Academy Y. M. C. A. meeting.
Slagle copie* of The Democrat areoffour
him.
price by
each They will be mailed on receipt
Miss Wbittemore bad charge of tbe
Sunday and Monday were the coldest
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron·
in place of Mrs.
been |>!aced on
of the season thus far, with a snow T. W. C. A. meeting
•Ingle copies of each Issue have
days
:
•ale at the following place· In the County
Gehring, who was detained by the critistorm in progress Monday.
of her brother, Alfrad True.
HowarJ'» Drug Store.
South Pari·,
The local people who gave the drama, cal illness
ShurtlelTe Drug StoreHarold Rich, Williams Ί7, has returnDot, the Miner's Daughter, so acceptaNoyes Drug Store.
Norway,
^tone's Pru* Store.
bly Friday evening, plan to give the play ed to college.
A. L. Newton. Postmaster,
Winfleld Wight returned to Bowdoln
Knckfleid,
at West Paris, North Bucktield and
Mrs Harlow, Poet Office.
l'arls Hill.
Tuesday morning.
South Parie io the near future.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.
Miss Grace Kendall is still very ill, and
Mrs. Herbert L. Scribner, who susa trained nurse.
tained a serious surgical operation in is under the care of
NEW ADVÏKTISEMENTS.
Mrs. G. P. Bean and her sister, Miss
Portland last week, is doing well and
Cross, bave closed their residence, and
making speedy recovery.
Koad Taxes In Unincorporated Township.
will spend the winter in Berlin, Ν. Η
did
not
A
people
night
prevent
Sale.
stormy
-lanuary White tiood*
from getting to Academy Hall Friday witb their niece, Miss Hamlin.
The Ua-oltne Engine.
The first and second teams of Gould
Ordinary Peanut Brittle.
evening to witness the presentation of
Clearance Sale of Boys' Clothing
Miner's Academy played the Norways at Norway
the*
drama
the
four-act
"Dot,
Thorn** Smiley.
Κ. H. Noyes Co.
Daughter," by local talent as previously Friday.
Alfred True passed away Friday evenJanuarv Sale.
announced. The Heating capacity of the
Kottle
Hot Water
hall was nearly filled and the large audi- ing following a very critical operation
Does Backache Worry You?
to which he submitted
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge George ence went away with nothing but praise for appendicitis,
Walter Hopkins.
I for the play and the manner of presenta- last Saturday. He was tbe son of the
Κ
night.
Notice,
Stephen
Bankruptcy
tion. All the parts were taken well and late Dr. Ν. T. True.
Wanted.
received much merited applanse. A deC- B. Cummlngs A Son·».
KIDDLE INTERVALE.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Icided "hit" was made by Mr·. H. P.
We have just received two letters from
I Hammond in the negro lullaby sung beHere and There.
It gave mirth, music, sisters in Colorado and Pbliadelpnia.
tween the acts.
"We
and a large amount of "color" to the oc- The one in Denver, Colo., says,
After more thin forty year· of active I casion.
Dancing followed the drama have had a cold, snowy month of Deservice oo the Eastern Argus, a large and a tidy sum was realized as the net cember; had the heaviest snowstorm
manhere, it is said, that Denver ever experiI proceeds.
portion of the time as its business
retired from the
enced, being four feet on a level. We
ager, 0«car R Wish has
DISTKICT.
PAKTBIDGK
his
usually get very little snow here, and
paper. This was made necessary by
but a short
Miss what does come etays
School began the 5th, with
assuming the office of postmaster of
Portland, to which his services for the Frances Kimball teacher. She boards time." Frank P. Coffin, her son, has
been with the state troops for some
Democratic party have fairly entitled I with Mrs. Will Pari in.
him. The Argus is a Democratic paper, I l· rem'int Field is cutting and hauling time. There has been trouble in southern Colorado, 10.000 coal miners out on
and has always been consistently parti- pine for Frank Robbins.
that there is
Cox is working for Will Parlln strike, and tbe state troops were sent to
san, but it is pleasing to note
Andy
no partisanship in the kind words which I cutting pulp.
keep order. The sister in Philadelphia
send the xermons by the great preacher,
Mr. Wish Is getting from his fe'low
unin
an
Denmark.
He
men.
Russell H. Conwell—so when a "shutenjoys
newspaper
usual degree the good feeling and friendStephen Rowe died at his home, south in" we can read beautiful sermons.
Married in Bethel, Dec. SI, by Rev. T.
•hip of those who have been associated road. Sunday, 4th Inst. «9 years. 11 mos.,
with him more or less Intimately.
124 days old. Cancer of intestines. He C. Chapman of the M E. church here,
Hall of Bethel Hill and
Mr. Fred Β
leaves a wife and one daughter. Mrs
Miss Gladjs C. Buck of Swan's Hill,
I Ellis Blake.
the
tor
law
regulaUnder the national
Mrs. Freeman Sanborn is reported Bethel. Mr. Hall's mother died when
tion of the national guard, it is required I
he was very young, and the writer resick.
quite
shall
states
several
the
of
that the guard
Mrs. F. C. Jewett has been tending members her well when a girl as a pupil
of
the
the
to
organization
conform
the telephone in the absence of Mrs. El and lovely scholar. Miss Buck'· mothUnited States army, or it cannot receive wood Pendexter, who is visiting friends er alsn was a pupil when we taught
•id from the national government. Iu I in Masxachusetts.
school on Swan's Hill in 1878, and she
lom» states where brigadier-generals are
A joint installation of officers of Den- «as Leona M Swan, age 16.
commanding regiments, and major gen- mark L dge, No. 50, I. Ο Ο. F., and Sil·,
We have a record in our diary of 1867
erals commanding brigades, with a sur- ver Rebekah
No. 19, will be held of four schools in that year taught by
Lodge,
purposes
the writer. We find the date of our
plus of geneials maintained for the
Jan. 13th.
guard Tuesday evening,
of ornament and personal glory,
loved brother, who died Oct. 17, 1867,
9.
Dksmahk, Jan.
has refused to conform to the national
Joseph P. Packard, age 26. He was
The above were the last lines written
law and lop off the unnecessary exhibitors I
teaching school at North Paris when be
and
that
these
He
W.
Belcher.
of gold lace. Hence it is said
by Brother Alfred
was taken sick with diphtheria and died
last
and
at
the
Rebekah
sister
were
national
their
aid,
Lodge
states will lose
suddenly. He is one of the number bnrthe
close
about
was
taken
He
disband.
Well,
even
evening.
their guard may
led at North Paris. He enlisted in Co.
what'· the use to have any milish, if you of the lodge with acute pain, and died F, 23d Maine Regiment, I think In 1S62.
it?
He
on
o'clock.
10
about
this
the
trimmings
bave
morning
can't
proper
How we seem to wander back to childleaves a wife at home, a son in Lawhood's days when we were all alive and
a granda daughter and
rence,
Mass.,
in
the
fever
of
typhoid
livine: at South Paris a happy family.
Only two cases
in Lvnn, Mass. Funeral SatNow those who played together in childUnited States army last year. S >mehow daughter
afternoon.
that is a reminder of tne days of the I urday
hood, with their father and mother
Lkjcman.
R.
J.
sleep the quiet sleep from which none
Spanish war, it Is so different.
Note by the editor.—Alfred W. Belch- ever wake to weep, in the North Paris
er baa been local correspondent of the
An aeroplane ferry in actual operation
cemetery. The writer is one who playat Denmark for many years- ed with them in childhood, and still
in Florida, over an eighteen mile course, Democrat
more years than our present records
lives after teaching seventy terms of
even if It has carried only one passenger,
show. While we have never had the school from the year 1862 to 1895. Now
and that for show, is some progress in
pleasure of a persinal acquaintance with retired and expects a teacher's pension.
aviation.
him, we can bear testimony to his regu
Held.
Locke's mine.
to
be
Maine Road Convention
iarity, faithful·)··-· and efficiency as a
of the local news. The pararecorder
(Jeorge Ν aeon bas moved hie family to
More than $1,500.000 00 is «pent every
graphs above, preceding the announce- Walker's Mills, and is workiog for Frank
«ear fur ordinary
repair and T*
The chief engi nouncemeut of Mr. Belcher's death, Stevens.
nance of Mame Roads.
were written by hi· own pen.
Azel Bryant bas gone to North Stratneer of the highway commission created
ford, Χ. Η Ιο work for N. W. Baldwin.
by the preseut Republican administra
East Sumner.
Tl<e New Year's ball given by the
>·
planning a big two days conveu
Sharon Robinson and wife pasted their ■pool maker· was very well attended,
tion cf the road commissioners and »e
on
wedding anniversary
there being over forty coaple in tbe
lectmen of the 500 cite· and ">wns Itha< tifty-fourtb
Thursday in a quiet manner. Owing to grand march.
spend thi· money. It will be held
no formal or public observance
ill
health
Addison Bryant called at David FosApril, after the town meeting».
a shower of post- ter'·
N',.t only will these men who spend was intended, yet quite
Thursday.
of
and
useful
tokens
letters
kindly
Mrs. Ida Crooker is nursing at West
the money be invited, but a general l»v. cards,
which
for
were
remembrance
received,
Taris.
Ution will be issued to the people who
they were truly grateful. Mr·. Robin
Mr. W. W. Coolidge is soon to have
That mean*
use the road·.
Mr.
and
sister
her
son's
sod
husband,
his house lighted by electric light*. Mr.
The place has not been decided upon,
w
of
dlued
th
Heald
Β
Mrs.
C
Canton,
but it will be in the central part of the
Coolidge has one of the finest houses in
them. In the evening Mr. and Mrs. Her- tbe village.
•rate, so that it will be the bluest road
on
called
bert
Harlow
them,
bringing
ant
Maurice Campbell of Mechanio Falls
convention ever held in New Eng
some thirty Edison records, which were attended tbe New Year's ball.
He was
The farmer» will b« there: the manufacu*ed on his «phonograph, and afforded entertained
turers will be there and the auvOm«»bi.e
by Mr. and Mra. Arthur
Addresses will be much cheer to this aged couple. Such Stoweli while in town.
men will be there.
much appreciated, aud comfort
delivered b> some of the best road build- acts are
West Sumner.
and recipients.
ers in the country.
Experiences will b« both the giver
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Barrows and Mr.
exchanged among the men who actuallv
do the work. Manufacturers of road
The officers of Fidelity Lodge, No. and Mrs. F. A. Chandler spent Monday
materials will be on hand to show then Hid, K. of P., were installed last Thurs- in Lewiston, going to Turner by team
to Lewiston.
W
day evening by D. G. CM J. C. Martin, and taking tbe electrics
James Packard and Linwood Parrar,
Above everything else the convention G V. C, A. K. Cook, G. P., Harvey
will give an opportunity for the r .ad Smith, and G M. a' Α., Ν. P. Morrill. who owned and operated the saw mill,
have dissolved partnership and sold the
builders, road users and the men who The list of officers is:
mainta-n the roads, a chance to get toproperty confuting of the saw mill and
C. C.—A. L. Bryant.
V. C
P. B. KetWlng.
two-family house to John Putnam and
gether and talk It over with the mem
Prelate— H. W. Bonney.
Mr. Putnam,
V. Chandler.
bers of the Maine Highway tomm.wion
Rodney
W
—W.
L.
Burk.
M. of
tiEOBUE M

ATWOOD.

A. K. KoBRSS.

—

I

tin,

.•'•ρ*0**·

—

It will enable them to better understand
another as well as to better understand the big problem of
the best roads t hat c»n be had for the
money available.
This convention is a new idea that is
progressive in every sense. Credit for it
belongs to Chief Engiaeer Paul D. bargent, and credit for recognlHog Its
worth and giving Mr Sargent ree, rein
in working out the details, belongs to
Chairman Lyman H
Wtl
Philip J. Deering of Portland and WU'
liam M Ayer of Oakland, of the State
Highway Commission. The present:
ministration at the SUte House is after
results and is getting them.
one

JI^

ad-

System Reduces

Prison

who bought out the grocery business of
R. A. Chandler about a year ago, will
move into the lower tenement which
into a store as
can easily be converted
well as a small rent. Mr. Chandler will
occupy tbe upper tenement and carry on
The rank of Knight was conferred on the mill.
Edwin Doble, who has been at home
one candidate.
An oyster supper *u
with his pareuta since Thanksgiving,
served at the close of the meeting.
has regained bis health and will resume
Greenwood.
his duties in Buffalo, Ν. Y., the first of
Jan. 8, 1014. That means something the week.
Wm. A. Barrows W. R. C., No. 79,
to this nation, and will a good deal more
in une year from now, providing every- held a public installation Jan. 4th, and
thing in time favors the undertaking; the officers installed for tbe ensuing year
and possibly England in particular, and were as follows:
Pre·.—LeUie Ford.
the most of Europe in general, Fraoce
S. V. 1*.—ΚI la A. Bonney.
will have
K. of K. and s.—c. M Stephen».
M. of r —W. L. Bryant.
M. of Κ.—Ο. K. Turner.
M. at Λ.—P. C- Stephen*.
1. ti.—J. B. Cobb.
o. U.—1*. A. Honney.
Trustee—Η. Ε. Kussell.

excepted,
Population. on
the Held

There are 186 convicts in the
prison at the present time, this being
the smallest number for many years.
This not due to any sudden
of the people's morals, but rather to the
fact that forty convicts have been released under the new parole system.
The tirst four months of actual operation
of this law has ended, and those who
have to do witb it feel that it has been a
This boon is granted only
success.
upon certain conditions. There m net be
circumstances which warrant the board
in feeling s prisoner is entitled to this
consideration. This can come from varistate

ous causes.

Among the requirements which the
law makes of paroled pr'soners is that
month they shall r*
on the first of each
port to their "first friend," who in turn
must make a written report to the
proper authorities of what the paroled
man has done during the month; bow
much he has worked and earned and1 his
first
For this report the
conduct.
friend" is paid a dollar by the state.
Since the first of September thirty-two
applications for parole have been granted, si* denied, and two more are now

pending.

Not So Rare a Tree.
An exchange mentions as among the
rarer trees noted by Knox County naturalists the "pitch pine of Friendsbip.
Now It may be that there Is m the town
of Friendship some unusual variety of
pitch pine. But the ordinary pitch pine
it widely distributed over the state. It
seems to flourish best on sandy plains,
but is by no means confined to thee.
The tree grows only to a small size, and
ia of comparatively little value.
The exasperating thing about this variety of tree Is that, the pine oone and
tasael having been semi-ofHcially adopted as Maine's floral emblem, the cone
and tassel of the pitch pine are almost
universally used. Itistrne that theae
lend themselves to artistic decorative
effects better than do the cone and tas"Moh gave
sel of the lordly white
the state its cognomen. Still. It is too
bad that the representative of an inferior variety should be so commonly used
to represent the state.
Ltauor law enforcement in Portland
hM re*ched the wholesale druggists,
against whom as witnesses a large number of the retail druggists of the state
There was no trial,
were summoned.
however, as the wholesalers pleafed
guilty to illegal possession and paid
fines, bat with the statement that they
bad sold only to reputable retailers, who
they believed would not sell in violation
of law.

something a-going

of Waterloo to remind tbem
of what occurred there in September of
tbat year.
Statistics show that there is one born
and dies about every second of time, and
thus it is no wonder that the death angel calls at every place occasionally.
Since Frank Maxtield returned with
his family there seemed no good job at
hand, so he took a part of his family
down to Portland on a visit, and subsequently to Boston. He says his prefer
eoce was to remain in Colorado, but his
wife's wish was to return to her old
home, and so he came with them.
Our school was a term of 14 weeks,
and after a vacation of two weeks, commencing again Monday, intending it for
a term depending on the weather and

J. V. P.—Aon» J. Cole.
Sec.—Vonte Barrett.
Treat).—Roectta II. Ryereon.
Chap.—E'e!o Ο. Barrows.
Con.—Cora Tlbbetts.
Gu»nt—E'llth Barrett.
A.Con.—Florence Abbott.
A. Guard—Phlla Boe worth.
Color bearers—NelUe SUrblrd, Effle
Alice Redding, E!ra Bonney.
Patriotic Instructor—Eva Mlllett.
Press cor.—Ella Bonney.

Bonney,

North Parts.

Charles Hemingway baa moved into
Mrs. Mabel Bicoo's house, and Fred
Tubbs and family and Gerald Swift and
family have moved into Mr. Richardson's honse. Mr. Tubbs sod Mr. Swift
are to work in the mill.
M. Lewia Abbott la still st the hospital and gaining slowly.
Several from here attended Pomona
traveling.
The ice harvest is now on and the ice Grange at Norway last week.
Lyman Beck visited his son st Norway
is one foot In thickness, indigo blue and
of the finest quality; there being no recently. Mrs. Beck has been there for
some time, and ia under treatment by
snow ice in it for this reason:

When the snowstorm came, ice had Dr. Bradbury.
Farmers bave began to pat in their ice.
formed six inchea thick; then the snow
The remains of Mrs. Emogene Cashwas removed and Jack Frost set to work
again until he made it of required thick- man, widow of N. J. Cushman, and a
were
ness for working.
And it make· a dif- former resident of this place,
ference in harvesting this luxury, wheth- brought to West Paris for burial Jan. 8.
er it has to be hauled a mile or only She has spent the winters with her son
in Massachusetts for several years.
forty rods.
West Lovell.
The funeral of Mr*. Joan McAllister,
who died Sunday, Jan. 4, was held at
her late residence Tuesday forenoon.
She was 89 years, 5 months and 22 days
old. She leaves two «on·, Daniel and
Zaccheus, of Lovell, one daughter, Mrs.
Fred Noble, cf Brockton, three brother·
and three sisters, fourteen grandchildren
and nine great-grandchildren. She bad
been confined to the bed for nine week·,
and was a great vufferer.
Rev. Mr.
Baltxer of the village spoke worda of
and
oboir
the Christian
comfort,
sang
several selections. She was laid to rest
in the family burying ground at West
Stonebam.
East Waterford.
Frank Powers' boy was injured laat
week by having a tree fall on bis head.
A physician's attendance was necessary.
Michael Devitt is at the hospital for
an operation on his throat.
The trouble
is said to be caused by brown-tall poison
from eating applea.
As Mrs. Maude Button was returning
with a load of grain with ber father's
team the horse made such speed that she
pulled him down, and the tugs became
unfastened. She was not able to hold
him, and was pu Wed over the dasher into
the snow. One bip was broken, besidee
bruises.
She was taken to the home of
her father, G. ▲. Miller.

Norway Lake.
Mrs. Vesta Frost has been quite seriously ill since Sundsy night.
Mra. David Flood and daughter, Mr·.

Winnie Hall, are both ill with colds.
J. L. Partridge ia getting better of tbe
grippe, and has been to tbe atore several
time·.
James Crookett ia improving fast.
Mr·. Lydis A. Titcomb spent a week
with her daughter, Mrs. C. A. Flint,
who baa been ill for some weefes.

East Brown field.

Ice catting baa

began.

Jan. 4th a communion service waa held
in tbe Congregational church, and three
were admitted
to membership—Rev.

Weet Paris.
BuclcfMd.
Tbe Buokfield Baptist Sunday School
Saturday evening, J*°- Srdthe installation of the officer» «WJ» elected officers Sunday m follow·:
Peril Lodge, I. Ο. O. P., by
8upt—Mrs. r. H. Lamb
Asst. 8upt.—J. B. Warren
Deputy Grind Muter George W. Rich- Sec.—Helen
Uurch
erdeon, M.Lted by Di.triot Deputy Treas.-W. M. Bicker
as
were
Grand Marshal A. D. Swift, and
The aooiety of the Btptlet Church held
follows:
it· annual meeting at tbe churoh veetry

°®.cai^

N. Q.—A. B. Dean.
V G.—C. h- Blchardson.
Hee. Sec.—V. E. Elllngwood.
Fin. Sec.—H. Farrar.
Trea».—L· H.
Warden—H. A. Swirl.
Con —Q- L. Jackeon.
B. 9. N. G.-F. B. PenVey.
L. S.N.G-J. A. Bom.
B. S. 8.—■· L. Porter.
L. 8.8.—Allan Cole.
B. 8. V. G.-L. Bowe.
L. 8. V. G.-C. 8. Dudley.
I. G.-O. J. Swan.
0. G.-Herbert Blchardson.
Chaplain—C- E. Chase.
The ο fliers of Onward Rebekah Lodge,
I 0. 0. F., were installed Tuesday βτβηing by District Deputy President M ss
Mabel E. Richer, assisted by District
Deputy Grand Marshal Mr·. Delia Pen-

ley, as follows:

G.—Mr» Ina L. Martin.
V. G —Mr*. Margery M. Elllngwood.
Bee. Sec —Mrs. Delia B. Penley.
Fin. Sec —Mrs. JullaettaT. Curtis.
Treas —Mr». Mabel A.Mann.
Warden—Mr». Edna Emery.
Con.—Mise Marlon Curtis.
Chap.—Mrs. Abble P. Pentoy.
B 3. Ν. G —Mr». MUdred Davis.
L 8. N. G.—Mr·. Era M. Swift.
1. G.—Mr». Leona P. Bldlon.
O G —Mrs. MUdred Cole.
B. S. V. G.—Ml»» Ella Curtis.
L. S. V. G.—Mr». Lena Bubler.

Ji

Chap.—W. W. Andrew·
Q.—A. J. Holden
Q. S.—George Knight
were elected:
Adit -J. F. Fuller
Pre·.—J. Ε Warren
0. U.-Wm, Martin
Clerk—Mia. Ada 8baw
O. D.—C. T. Wardwell
Trea·.—A. P. Warren
H at tie And re wa wai the installing offiExecutive Com.—BenJ. Spauldlnr, Sr., Daniel
March, C. 8. Child·, r. H. Lnnt, W. M. Bicker. cer for the corps, and the officera are:
The treaaarer reported all hi lia paid and
Pre·.—Slbble Hantcom
Tbe
3 V. P.—Hattle Chad bourne
a amall balanoe In the treasury.
V. Ρ .-Martha Holden
J.
aooiety haa a debt of nine handred dol- Sec.—Marda Cook
lar· incurred in the remodeling of tbe
Treaa.—Georgia Caab
Chap.—Ella Edward·
paraonage over what waa contributed by
Con.—Abhr Lovejoy
tbe ladies' circle and individual contribuG.—Clara warren
tor from local and intereated people
A. C —Carrie Tbomaa
A. G.—Battle FraDcla
from away, amounting to about «even
Color
Frost, Mary Boblnaon,
hundred dollara. Tbe whole ezpenae Annie Bearer»—Mary
Elden, Ida Davie
waa about alzteen hundred dollara.
Pat. InaC—Augusta Jonea
P. C.—Hattle Andrews
The body of Mrs. Lydia Hodgdon waa
Musician—Lulu Andrew·
brought here for burial Wednesday
The following are the officers of Oxwas
from Boston, and a funeral aervlce
ford Division, Sons of Temperanceheld from the Baptiat cburob Thuraday,
D. G. W., installing < ffiRev. Mr. Carter of Rum ford officiating. George Hazen,
cer:
Hethe
East
waa
furnished
Muaic
by
w. P.—Rev. Malcolm MacKay
bron mixed quartet. Mrs. Hodgdon waa a
W. A —Mary Froet
Keene of
late
of
the
Columbua
H. 8
Edith Tbomaa
daughter
Ktmo
Hebron, and waa fifty-eix years of age. A. R. 8.—Edith Parrott
Treaa.—George
The body was accompanied by a brothF. 8.—Slbble Hanscom
('.—Ida Davla
er, N. L. Keene, and Mrs. Hodgdon'·
Con.—LeForrest Thomas
mother, Mra. Columbus Keene.
A. C.—Marian btarblrd
The body of Mra. Edith Hanter of LisI 8.—Elvira E'wards
bon Falls was brought here and placed
0.8.—Letter Richardson
P. W. P.—Caroline Carman
in the receiving tomb from LewUton
Friday morning, abe having died during
Edith Thomas went to Upton to atan operation at the Central Maine Gen- tend the fnneral
of her grandmother,
eral Hospital. Mra. Hunter waa the Mrs. Strickland.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cbaa. C. DaMrs. Sarah Wardwell, a former resimon, formerly of this town, and now liv- dent, died at the home of her danghter,
ing in Quincy, Mass and was thlrty-flve in Aodovor. The remains were brought
years of age. She leave· a husband and to ! his place for burial, and the funeral
two son·, beaide her parents.
waa held at the home of her aon, L. F.
Amoa Foster met with a painful acci- Wardwell.
dent Wednesday by having bis jaw fracThe annual meeting of the Congregatured by a blow from the handle of a tional church waa held at tbe
parsonage
woods.
In
the
while
working
cantdog
Tuesday evening, Rev Mr. MacKay actHe went to the hospital In Lewiston for
ing as moderator. The following offitreatment.
cera were chosen:
The Nezinacot History Club met with
Clerk—Mrs. C. F. Starblrd
Miaa Sadie Spaulding Tueaday afterTreas —Mrs. Mary Terono
Deacons—8. F. Keene, W. W. Andrew· (to
noon.
take
the place left vacant by the death of Η. H.
inPaat Commander J. E. Warren
Hall.)
S.
Warren
stalled the officera of
Camp,
Deaconesses—Mr·. Mary Frost, Mrs. 8. F.
of V., Tueaday evening at tbe regular Keene
meeting:
During the year four members have
Com.—W. M. Bicker
been received into tbe chnrch and three
8. V. C.—M. A. Warren
Elizabeth
members bave died, Mr*.
J. V. C -J. Γ. Elllngwood
T.
Bowen
Pat. Inst.—C.
Richmond, Horace H. Hall and Mra.
Sec. and Treas.—J. E. Warren
seven
baa
Mabel Bumpua. The church
Chap.—P. M. Lamb
Color Bearer—George Packard
auxiliary societies.
Guide— H. A. Murch
Musician—Leroy Buswell

Monday nigh*.

Tbe

following

officer·

The following officer· of Granite ChapS., were inst»ll«d
Thursday evening by Paet Worthy
Matron Mrs. Leona P. Ridlon, assisted
by Marchai Mr·. Mary Buckpam:
W. M.—LlnnleM. Stearns.
W. P.—C. L. Bl<Uon.
Associate M.-Mr». Dora I. Emery.
Sec—Mr». Annie W. Wheeler.
Trea».—Mr». Abble P. Penley.
Adah-Mr». Phlla M ay hew.
Buth—Mr». Nellie Barrow».
Esther—Mr». De lisiPen 1er.
Martha-Mr». Ira M. Packard.

Electa—Mrs. Joeephlne Johnson.
Warder—Mr». Emma Hill.
Sentinel—Charle» F. Banlen^
Organlet—Mr». Mary I. Wardwell.
The remains of Mrs. Emogene (Andrews), widow of N. Johnson Cushman,
were brought here Thursday, and the
funeral held from the M. E. chapel, a
reader from the Christian Science church
officiating, and the interment wm in
West Pari· Cemetery. The Cushman
family were residents of West Parie until
Mr Cuehman's death, and have many
friends here. Mrs. Cuehman's death resulted from pneumonia, at the home or
her son, Ernest Cushman, at Roshndale,
Mass., where she spent the winters, living with her daughter, Mr·. Arthur
Alley of Auburn, during the summer.
Another daughter, Mrs. J. M. Pike of
Calais, survives her.
Mrs. Lucy A. Dearborn, who has been
visiting her sister, Mr·. A. J. Ricker,
went to Romford Falls Thursday, where
she will spend the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Ε. H. Brown.
Frank Ring has moved hi· family to
(iorham, Ν. H., where be baa purchased
a house.
„
The Boston Comedy Company, u.
Price Webber, played in Grange Hall,
Monday and Tuesday evening·. Mr.
Webber and his wife have been coming
to this town since 1884, and have many
friends, who always give them a hearty
welcome and a good-sized audience.
A son weighing eleven pounds was
born Sunday morning, Jan. 4, to the
wife of Ernest R. Curtis.
Mr·. Thomas Daniel of Minnesota is
with her aunt, Mrs. Ο. K. Yates, for the
winter.
Mrs. Yates is gradually im_

,,

Miss Maud Carter and Miss Getchell
of Boston, who have been guest· of Mi«s
Carter's sister, Mrs. F. H. Packard, returned last week.
Mr». Kldron Steam» has a very Rood
report to Rive of her 50 pullets, which
have laid 73% dozen egg· during the
month of December.
Rev. and Mrs. Ball were guests of
friends in Norway Friday.
Will Pratt of Pioneer Street had the
misfortune to injure his hand quite badly one day last week, at Irish Bro*. Λ
Co.'s mill. Dr. F. H. Packard was called
to dress the wound.
Mrs. H. S. Mann and daughter, Persis,

I. G

—

Mrs. 6. A. Smith and Miss Alice Barden were in Lewiston recently.
The T. P. C. U. held a very helpful
eorvice at the Universalist church Sunday, Jan. 4. Six new members were initiated.
Arthur Flavin, who went to Boston recently to study the piano, has procured
a very good
position as clerk to a store.
After working a short time he expects to
continue the study of music.
A. S. Curtis of Sooth Paris has been
the guest of his sons, Otis and Ernest
Curtis.
Samuel W. Dunham Is very poorly
this winter.
The Odd Fellows are having new hard
wood floors laid in Centennial Hall and
the entrance.
Harold Swift Las moved his family to
North Paris.
District Deputy Grand Master O. W.
Richardson and District Deputy Orand
Marshal A. D. Swift were in Bethel Friday night to install the officers of Bethel
Lodge, I. 0. 0. F. District Deputy
President Mies Mabel E. Bicker and District Deputy Marshal Mrs. Dell» R. Penley installed the officers of Sunset Rebekah Lodge, Bethel, the same evening.
The Installation was public.
Many apple raisers and farmers have
taken the opportunity during the week
to attend the apple packing sohool which
has been in session in Grange Hail.

and otber

The wives of members

of about fifty
were present.
Interesting remarks were
made by oomrades Τ S. Bridgbam, W.
H. Bridgham, A. F. Warren and Miae A.
H. Prince. Martial music was furnished
by Billy and Fon, and a fine banquet was
nerved after tbe meeting.
A teachers' meeting comprising the
teachers of tbe Buckfield-Hartford-Hebron district was held at tbe school
house Friday, with a good attendance,
and an interesting and helpful program
was carried
out. The attendance wai
good. Tbe papers and discussions
showed careful preparation and a keen
interest in the needs of the rural schools
R. A. Allen haa been in Portland for s
few days with relativea.

friends to

tbe

number

TRAP COBNKB.

Mr. Bert D. Joy of Proapeot Harbor,
Maine, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Emily
Field, and family.
Among those from here who attended
Pomona Grange at Norway Jan. β were
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Tuell, Mrs. G. L.
Hriggs and the Misses Mary Stearns,
Madeleine Peabody, Ora Field and Doris
Field. There were eight girls from West
Taris Grange who took the Pomona de-

late Isaao W. Andrews, survives.
They were the children of Alexandei
and Cynthia Davis Bryant of Woodstock.
Mrs. Cole leavea one son, Eugene Cole,
and two grandchildren, Clarence E. Cole
and Mrs. Gertrude DeShon, all resident·
tbe

S—Owen Davis.
A. S.—Claude Cnehman.
Chap.—Mnry Bartlett.
8ec.—G. W. Q. Perbam.
Treas.—G. L. Cuehman.
L. A. 8.-Lottie Mtllett.

Sumner.

meated

Cere»—Florence Sessions.
TTrlmirt

Thomnsnn

la

an

ffat>!nrr

from the fraotnre of several rib·, caused
by a fall on tbe ice.
Hebron.
Ladle·' Circle supper Tuesday
success, netting about $16.
Mrs. A. M. Richardson visited friends
in Auburn and Lew la to η this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Barker of Burlington,
Vt., are tbe guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. 8.
Dunham.
Mrs. ffm. Hylan is very ill this week.
Dr. Littlefield of South Pari· and Drs.
Barker and Bartlett of Norway have
been in attendance.
Miss Grace Bumpus haa 100 White Orpington pullet· which laid 142Θ eggs in
December. Miss Bumpus* little nephew, Ernest Bumpas, haa eleven White
Orpington· which Id December laid 230
egg·. A pretty good record, and tbe
boy may well be proud of his flock.
Tbe

was a

Our entire line of Women's and Children's coats greatly
includes cloth and furs.
reduced,
chicken-pie
Grange.
sapper was served.
Cloth
coats, 25 to 33 1-3 per cent discount
C. T. Fox Is helping Αζ-Ί Wilson put
fur coat, regular price $66, reduction price
Marmot
ά
Bennett
Leavitt.
One
wood
for
in pulp
George Nason bad a steamboat brought $48.
in from Colebrook for the use of sportsOne Pony fur coat, regular price $60, reduction price, $35.
men the coming season on the new lake.
It was drawn by eight horses.
cer·

A

of Az'scoos

North Stonetum.
Mr. and Mra. I. A. Andrews came
over from Stow Monday to cut their ice
f<>r another season.
Leslie McAllister had the misfortune
11 lame one of his horses so he cannot
work her.
Myrtie Adams went to Albany to work
but waa taken sick and had to come
home.
Glenna McAllister has got home from
Sweden.
Wesley Adams is at work cutting birch
for Dennis Adams.
Aunt Joan McAllister, a former resident of Stoneham, but late years of Lotell, was brought here and buried in the
family lot near Κ. H. Fontaine's Tues-

day.

Norway Tuesday.

Charles Marston l> sawing wood with

his gasoline engine.
School began Monday with the same
teachers.
Mr. and Mra.C. S. Cheever spent Friday
and Saturday of lant week in Harrison,
attending the annual meeting of the Con-

day

S. O. Grover and little Lillian
Grover Hill recently.

Baker

were on

Albany.

They blew the wbiatle at Mr. Morrill's
Mrs. George Libby, Rose Eberbart and new mill the 6th, but are not sawing yet;
and Mra. McDonald by letter from a
church in Minneapolis, of which he was daughter, Ellen, of West Peru visited at were looking for a cook laat week. One
team is drawing bark to Bethel, the otb·
paator previous to coming here, and one George Spaulding's Tuesday.
S. Tork is working for G. B. Foster er yarding wood on tbe main road.
by profession, Frederic Poors.
ice.
Shirley Haselton and CalTln Cum·
Mrs. Mary 8. Qatchell la in
very poor sawing
C. N. Bell baa an ioe plough, and ia do- mlngs are helping John H. Wheeler pat
health, and Miss Flora, an invalid daughIoe.
business
In
his ice.
an
extenaive
ploughing
ter, bad a severe fall on Wednesday, tbe ing
Allen Camming·, W. I. Beokler, Rob
Fred Wing baa two teams at work
7th.
Stearns, Howard Allen, and I don't
The Congregational Cirole met with hauling pulp.
Ellen Poland Is visiting ber eon, Llew- know who elae are banllng pulp to the
Mrs. Dean Walker on the 7tb.
brook.
Tbe Rebekaha held a public installa- ellyn, and family.
Fred Wing and Mr. Davis are boarding
L. J. Andrews, Will Bird and George
tion in their hall on Tuesday night. Mrs.
John M. Woodman of Corniah, district, at Harold Martin's.
Briggs are banllng box boards for Kben
depnty, waa tbe installing officer. Mrs. ! 0. L. Newell recently bought a joke Barker to Bethel.
I» Bartlett and boy have gone back to
Nettie Flye of Corniah was marshal. J of oxen of T. B. W. Stetson.
W. E. Bowker sold a oow to Β. E. Ger- Ernest Brook·'.
Tbey were entertained at tbe New
rlsh
!
The beat of weather and road·.
recently.
Uberty.

$25.00 Suits, now $12.50 $16.50 Suits, now $8.25
10.00 >5.00
9.00 12.50

"

20.00

18.00

"

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United Sûtes for th<
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
STEPHEN F. KNIGHT,
of Milton Plantation,
Bant
rs of Stephen F. Knight, in
To the c
the County of Oxford and district afore, aid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day o<
•Ian., A. D. 1914, the said Stephen F. Knight
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Sonth Parle,
Maine, on tbe 23th day of Jan A. D. 1914, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
creditors may attend,prove their claims, appoint
k trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Taris, Jan. 10,1914.

department

will

mean a

$l8.00 Muffs, now $13.50

12.5°

6.50

Great Reduction

Many

reaping

customers are

a

Department
goods

In this lot is Chitlon Panama, Henrietta, Panama and Herringbone
Serge in navy, garnet and brown, regular 75c goods, reduction price 50c.

Several other lots reduced in

same

proportion.

sM/LEY -system

a

South Paris

Ξ? Gasoline
Has Become

j

Engine

Necessity.

a

no

Our fruit and shade trees will be ruined in a year or
two unless we stop pruning and go to spraying ; and here is
where your engine comes in.
fit you up with any kind of a Gasoline Engine,
Outfit, or any power you want. Our prices are

can

come and see us.

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

BOTTLE

You know there's nothing better for warming

a

cold bed

during

ing the suffering
pain.

these winter

of

neuralg:a,

nights

or

for

toothache

or

buy, let us show
gauged, handsomely embossed
Before you

MaxImuM

you

our

we

guarantee certificate.

give

you

a

If this bottle does not appeal to )ou,
sevenl other kinds—50c to $2.50 each.

allayother

heavy

WATER
BOTTLES

made of finest rubber, of a rich chocolate color, reinforced
unlosable stopper. Price $2.00.
With each bottle

seams,

two-year
we

have

$1.25

of quality

as

well

as

If

cost.

you've experimented with cheap

$16 tailoring,
spending

begin

it's time to

where

money

your

brings

you

100

cents in value.

We sell lots of tailored-toorder Clothes and
you if

you'll

let

us

satisfy

can

have

Ed V. Price & Co.
.

Custom Tailors
but

little

a

more

than

good ready made suit and it will
just as you want it and the

a

It will be matle

fit you. too.

The complete line of
cloth will be just w hat you select.
Spring and Summer woolens now awaits your cdl. Come
in and see them. Order a suit today and have it delivered
or

Norway

(2 Stores)

South Paris

pifltusnC
Rowing

High grade and
Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine.

South Paris,

or more.

*^&7CXXHI

South Paris

My

;·^ί

Store

Maine

Marked Down

ALL TRIMMED HATS
AT COST

Mrs L. C.

stock of Felt Shoes,

Leggins

and Gaiters, Over-

complete.

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

W. 0.
South

a

Specialty

Frothingham,
Maine.

Paris,

BISHOP FUR ROBES
Cub Bear Robes, 5x6 feet
Bear Robes, 5x6 feet.
Medium size in either robe.

..<*.,$13.00

Grizzly

Gray Goat, 5x6

Smiley, James

feet.·..*

13-00

«

Medium size, 4 1-2x5

ιι.ςο
12 00

x'2
ιο·5°
;
limitation Fur Robes, rubber interlined, medium size, 7, 7.50
Largest size, 54x72 inches
8,0.50

N.

MIHINERY and fancy goods

SOUTH PkRIS

time,

WARM AND DRY

Chas H Hou'drd Co

Millinery

six months'

F. H. Noyes Co.

shoes and Lumberman's Rubbers is

The

quality. Is
really costs

Our only argument is
make your next suit.
A Tailored-to-o'der suit
one better ?

there

KEEP YOUR FEET

We have just received some new flannel
cover· for hot water bottles.
During the month
of January we will give one of these cover» free

with every bottle sold for

Then consider the question

when you like. In two weeks' time
it's all the same to them.

Thought About That

HOT WATER

Are You Seeking Tailoring?

every dollar

machine used on the farm that you
many uses as you can the Gasoline Engine.

In fact there is

STORES

Τ##™'/*

Pound

Square

SIX

MAINE.

NORWAY.

A. E. SHURTLEFF CO.

right,

Here

—

14c

Spraying

department.

for Ladies' and Children'.··

75c Dress Goods, 50c

The price may be the most important item.
for Monday and Saturday

to so

4.98

harvest from this

Special

put

9.50
5.98

Children's Furs

on

you will find several lots of very desirable
dresses, waists and skirts.

it's fresh.

can

to those who want

$16.50 Neckpieces $12.50

Dress Goods

Made from the best New Orleans molasses and
containing plenty of No. ι Spanish Peanuts.
Span sh Peanuts are fine meated, crisp and
tender. We make our peanut crisp, therrfore

Market

great saving

7.50 '3-5°
9.00 8.50
4.98 7.00

10.00

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

2-4

"

Muffs, Furs, Neckpieces

A visit to this

Nor- reliable furs.

Winnifred McKeen went back to
way to school Monday.
For dyapepela, our national ailment, use Bur
dock Blood Bitters. Recommended for utrengthenlng digestion, purifying the blood. A t all drug
stores, fl.00 a bottle.

7.50
6.25

"

heavy molasses and large coarsejumbo peanuts not always fre>h.

gregational church and visiting relatives

and friends.
Several from here attended the installation at Albany Grange, the 3rd. A fine
time reported.
Henry Elliott la at Albany, working
for Kilgore In tbe mill.

Ladies' Suits Half Price

from

North Waterford.
Mr·. Audio Holme· and Mr·. Annie
Hazelton attended Pomona Grange at

We are Having Our Big Reduction
Sale of Coats, Suits, Furs
and Dress Goods.

OurPeanutCrisp

We

Pomona— Leola Davis.
Plora—Lillian Day;

soaling pulp

Mass.,

Made

Bryant's Pood.

gree.
Misses Agnes Frost and Margaret
Tuell have returned to the home of their
Brownfleld.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Tuell,
Mrs. Manville Seavey died suddenly
after their vacation spent in Newry.
of heart failure. This
Mrs. Mary E. Brigga, who bas been Friday morning
Is the fifth death that has occurred In
visiting ber daughters, Mrs. Charles this
vicinity within a few week·.
Hammond of Stratford, Ν. H., and Mrs.
Mr·. Lynch baa cloaed her houae, and
Ned I. Swan of Bryant's Pond, has reintends to spend the winter in Florida.
turned home.
Tbe offioers of Pearl Rebekah Lodge
were Installed Tuesday evening.
An
Hiram.
oyster and pastry supper was served in
Our people were deeply saddened by the
banquet hall. Electrio lights have
the sudden death at Boston, on Deo. 29th, been
put in the bailding.
of Rev. Isaac J. Mead, A. M who was a
J. L. Frlnk It still on tbe sick list. His
church
at
the
Universalist
of
pastor
son, Ernest, Is very feeble at bis home In
Hiram some ten years, having been or- Portland.
dained here In 1873. He served acceptFriday morning, the 2d, was the coldably also as supervisor of schools. The est of the season—24 below in aome
ties that have bound bim and bis estimaplace· In this village.
ble family to the people of Hiram for
It I· said tbe sleighing ia fine.
many years have been numerous and
was
one
of
the
editors
of
tenacious. He
Mason.
tbe Universalist Leader. His age was 73
Ml»· Fannie Weatieigh went to West
years.
Bethel to visit her sister, Mrs. Ε. B. MaMarried in Stoniogton, Maine, Dec.
son, Jan. 8.
Clemons
and
Miss
Mr.
Samuel
2ôtb,
Ε. H. Morrill had the misfortune to
Hazel Webb. Mr. Clemons is a graduate lose one of bis
large red horses.
of the University of Maine, and has a
Frank Foster was In town on bnainesa
floe position in the factory of Ex-Govrecently.
ernor Draper at Hopedale, Mass., where
Mrs. 8. O. Grover is on the alck list
they will reside. Tbey visited on Friday
Some of tbe farmers are harreatlng
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ell Clemons. their ioe.
Tbe congratulations of bis many friends
Frank Brown of Northwest Bethel waa
follow bim, we hope, to many happy in town
one
last week.

years.
Mrs. Abbott Cutter of Dedbam,
is visiting at Eli C. Wadsworth's.

visit to

Ordinary Peanut Brittle

Mrs. Augusta Cole died Jan. 5tb, after
a
few days' illness from pneumonia.
Mrs. Cole was one of tbe oldest residents of the village, coming here soon
after its settlement. She married Frank
One
M. Cole, who died Jan. 6, 1905.
sister, Mrs. Elvira Andrews, widow of

lire

a

W. E. Wood

O. G.—W. L. Record
Camp Council—H. A. Murch, P. M. Lamb, W.
L. Record

of this village. Tbe funeral was held al
her reeidonce Wednesday afternoon, attended by Rev. Ε. H. Stover of the Bapwere at Norway Thursday.
tist church.
Tbe many friendi of Mine Roth Tucker
There was an all-day aeasion of Frankwill be glad to know that she is gaining lin Grange, Jan. 3d, it being tbe occasion for their annual installation of offislowly.
M re. Irvin L. Bowker of Portland cers, followed bj the usual feast and
with
few
»
last
week
ber
days
«pent
par- program of entertainment in the afterTbe installing officer was Paat
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Roacoe Tnell.
noon.
Albert Beese of Bryant Pood Is the Master G. W. Q Perbam, assisted by
new engineer
at the factory of L. M. Bro. Dana Dudley and wife. The offiMan n<& Son.
cers for tbe new year are:
Misa Eva Swett of South Paria la
M.—Ralph M. Bacon.
teaching in place of Miss Spencer of O.—H. H.Cushman.
L.—Annie Davit.
Bethel, who is III,

new

Mra. S. A. Pickett in up on

relative* and friends. At present she ia
the guest of Mrs. B. J. Olson.
A dance at Orange Hall New Year'·
eve, under the management of the offi-

—

ter, No. 115, 0. E.

proving.

Wilson'* Mills.
Oxford.
Rev. J. T. Berry held the lut aervlo·
The officer· of T. A. Roberta Poet, Ο.
Δ. Β., end W. R. C., were Inatalled Satur- at the oborch Deo. 28tb. There will b«
day, Jen. 3, Comrade C. T. Wardwell a vacation of two month·.
Mr·. Oeorge Nason has returned from
acting M Installing officer for the poet.
her vacation, and i· stopping with her
The poatofficera are:
parent*, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. H.irf, antil
C.—B. G. O. Perkln·
8. V. C.-G T. Stone
the lake is passable for team*, then the
J. V. C.—A. L. Wormwood
will go to her home at camp Waistata.

MAINE

•1

Favor, "°.:..\'.\Μο7.ϋ0<"

Main St, Norway, Main·.
i

The Oxford Democrat
<

ith Paris, Maine,

January

Mr. and and Mr·. John X. Harper of
Portland visited relative· her· last

Dedication of

week.

SOUTH PARIS.
Mrs. Charles Barker of Locke'· Mill·
the guest of her sister, Mre D. M.
Richardson.

The member* of Aurora Encampment,
and Invited gueeta, will have
a social dance at Grand Army Hall Friday evening of thia week.
Miaa Ellia, a representative of the
Maine Missionary Society, ia expected to
speak at tbe Congregational church Tuesday evening of this week.

The Good Cheer Society will meel
w.th Mrs. Arthur E. Forbes Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.

Tbe Western Avenue Club met with
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderaon Friday afternoon,
when ten were present. Refreshments
were served by Mr·. Anderson.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph K. Butta have
taken rooms in the house of Harry B.
Holden on Maple Street.
The Universalis Mission Circle will
with Mrs. Charles R. Dunham
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.

Mrs A. U. Tyler underwent a surgical opération at the Central Maine General Hospital at Lewiaton last week.
She is reported as doing very well.

meet

Paris Grange Lan purchased a King
Ktneo range for use in the kitchen of the
installed before
new hall, and it will be
the dedication.

chaplain of the State
Grange, was at Canton Saturday to
install the officers of Canton Orange.
A

Ε

Mis· Doris, daughter of Mr. and Mr·. Mies Anna Morse accompanied
D. Cole, celebrated ber eleventh
Professor Waterman T. Hewett of
birthday Wednesday afternoon and even- aca, Ν. Y-, form.rly of Souih Pari· and
ing with a party to which eleven of her well known here, went abroad in Octo-j
girl friends were invited. Etch guest ber and ia spending tbe winter in Egypt.
brought a gift for the hostess, and a liveFrom the announcement of tbe atate |
ly time was enjoyed from 4 o'clock nnul
educational department, it ia learned
into the evening.
that the Oxford C'onmy teachers' conbeen going in vention for 1914 will he held at South
A lot of pretty ice has
during the past week. W. W. Ripley Paris on Friday, the 29th of May.
began cutting early in the week, near
You might not suspect it from the
the Park Street bridge, and a large rium
ber of teams have been engaged in haul- I -oka of this issue of the Democrat, but
in Oxford
ing, either for him or f>r themselves. i here are a few organizations
It was better than an average time to County which have neither elected nor
'installed officers within the past ten
get the ice, and the ice is above the
days.
average ia quality.

Harry

Ith-1

|

|

j

TO

PUBLIC

TUK8DA1

AND EVENING.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, the famous physi- ter with her people.
Prof. Verne Whitman of Laconia, N.
cian aod author, who died at bis home
in Philadelphia, on the 4tb, was a sum- II., has made Lis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
mer resident of Maine where he owned a C. F. Whitman, a short visit.
Charles P. Partridge of Rochester. N.
beau'iful home at Bar Harbor. Much of
his book writing was done during bis Y., made his mother, Mrs. Cynthia Part"vacation" at Bar Harbor.
ridge, a visit over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Miller entertainof
70
Charles C. Barter,
age, ed
years
Donald Booth of Portland during tbe
watchman in a Portland mill, died Wed
holidays.
of
fracture
of
the
the
result
a*
ne-day
At the annual meeting of tbe members
hie skull. How the accident happened of
Co D, Second Regiment, N. G. S. M.,
la not known, but it is supposed that be
Monday evening, the following officer»
fell and struck the concrete floor of the
were elected:
boiler room where he waa found.
Co. Tress.—Private Fred H. Perry
Co. Council—Lt. Guy F. Stevens, Sergt. Chas.
Owners of automobiles, motorcycles,
II. Pike, Sergt. R. G. Cole
and trucks and log haulers paid $138,510
Armorer—Ser«t. Cbas. H. Pike
into the state treasury the past year, acInvestigating Com.—Lt. Guy l.8wctt, Sergt.
II.
G. Flemmlog and Prtv. Elmer Dunn
cording to the annual statement by SecWalter Stone, a book and magazine
rotary of State Jo«eph E. Alexander.
During tbe year 10,350 automobiles were illustrator, of Rochester, Ν. Y., has
registered and operators' licensee were rooms for the winter at Prank Kimball's
oo Cottage Street.
granted to 13,200 persons.
Owing to the serious sickness of her
Coming in contact with a wire carrymother, Mrs. Susan Cragin, Mies Henriing a 10,000 volt current, Silas Nelaon ette Cragin did not return to her school
Smith of Gorbam, 18 years of age, was
in Rockland, Mass.
instantly killed at Westbrook Monday.
Charles S. Penley has been admitted
He had been eugaged in gathering moth
to the Togus home, and will take up bis
a
nests, and was testing his climbers on
residence there in tbe near futuro for a
pole when he struck tho high tension a lime.
wire which the pole carried.
Officers of the Cjngregational Sunday
Two towns in Somerset county will School,elected ou the New Year Sunday,
have new post offices in January, Nor- ure:

menu

Custard

Assorted cake

pie, Whipped cream pic, Apple pie
Apple·, Orange·, Grape·
Coffee.
Paris Public

Library.

At the annual meeting of Paris Public
Library, beld on Saturday evening, Jan.
10, the following officers were elected:

Pres.—lames S. Wright.
Vice Pres.—J. Hastings Bean.
Sec. and Tress.— S. Davton Bolster.
olrectore—James 8. Wright, J Hastings Bean,
Alton C. Wheeler, Ν U. Elder, Ella A. Wight.
Librarian—Ella Λ. Wight.

The number of books loaned from
Paris Public Library for the year 1913 is
as follows:
The ladies of the Congregational SoThe Citizens Telephone Co., at its anFiction. 9640; juvenile, 1613; refernual meeting Monday evening, voted to ; cial Circle met at the vestry Wednesday ence, 323; history, 41; biography, 27;
afternoon for their annual business meet- j
put in a new switchboard at central; also
geography and travel, 29; standard
Officers ejected:
vo'ed to connect with the tlebron Uome ! ing.
works, 58; literature, 6; religioo, 7; esI Pres.—Mrs J.8. Wrlgnt.
Telephone Co. Officers elected are:
says and oration!), 6; nature, 25; readKtret Vice-Pre*.—Mr». L.J. Brlggs.
Γ res.—A. *r. Walker
ing·* ami quotations, 10; wit and humor,
Mrs. Clara How irl.
Secon'l Vloe-Pres
Directors—A. W. Walker, C. H. Flood, KreU
Sec. an·! Treas.—Mrs 0->car Ε Barrow·,
15; art and science, 6; bouud magazines,
II. Corbett. Henry l>.
Hammond, Walter L.
j Chairman Executive Com.—Mrs. A.W.Walker. 4; poetry, 25; sociology and economics,
t»ray
Clerk su·I Treasurer—Chas. W. Bowker
The ladies of tbe Hap'ist Ladies' Aid 6; miscellaneous, 1; making a to'.al of
11,S42 books loaoed.
Tuesday evening the Universalis! par- society will serve a supper at the vestry
347 books have been added to the
ish, at its auuual meeting, chose the fol- on Thursday, Jan. 15. Supper consists
I of b.tked beau*, sliced ham, salads and library during the past year: Fic'ion,
lowing officers:
nature,
paa'ries. An eotertainment of readings 151; juvenile, 39; biography, 8;
Moderator— W B. Yoaog
now having one constructed,
1
and music after supper. Usual price of j 1; reference. .15; religion, 8; essaye and ridwewuck
Clerk—W Ρ Morton
wit
and
L.
Holmes
Trean.—A.
humor, 1; history, and North Anson one in tbe new frater- !
25 cents both supper and entertainment. orations, 11;
Trustee»— A. E. shurtleff, Charles A. Young,
Tbe Norridgewock one is j
15 ceuU for children twelve years of age J Θ; literature, 14; standard works, 10; nity block.
J A Kenney
of the increase of
A cordial invitation to all. art and science, 13; p >etry, 11; geogra- being built because
and uo'ier
Music Committee—J. A. Kenney
S. li lting ommlttee—E. 3. Jooée.J. A. Kenphy and travel, 5; and miscellaneous, 34 business, and the North Anson one bewho
is
Catherine
S
Miss
Morton,
spend- 187 of these were presented by Water- cause of the loss of the old one by fire.
ney, ff B. Young, A. B. hurt;» S
Mrs. man T. Hewitt of Cornell
some mouths with her sister,
University,
The annual meeting of the Congrega· ing
One of the largest land deals that has
at
Santa
Birbara,
Calif., and six by Norwood Hanson.
Fish,
tioual ptrisb was heid last M mday. Ap- Benjamin
taken place among Springvale business
and
with
season
Mr.
the
holiday
spent
and
of
for
1350
$1100
salary
propriations
men was made when Charles S. Pierce,
No-School Signals.
Mrs. I.ester Whitman an t Mrs. Rizpah
were
for music for the coming year
the druggist, and Howard Frost, a lawWhitman at Pasadena, and attended tbe
No. 1. No school in forenoon—One
nude. Officers chosen arc:
a purchase of 400 acres
tournament of roses, which is a regular long blast of whistle at 8:30 A. M. and >er, completed
Moderator—Wr.lter L. Gray
of land on tbe ehores of Mouta Lake.
at Pasadena,
function
new
day
year's
Clerk— Ν. D. Bolster
repeated once.
There is about one and on&quarter milea
rruicutl.il C»m.—James 9. W right. Nelson G. and is one of the noted events of the |
No. 2. No school in afternoon—One of shore front which will be cut up into
KMer, A. W. Walker
country.
Wa ter L. Gray, Chas. It. HowMusic Com
long blast of whistle at 12:30 P. M. and cottage lots.
aril, Henry IT. Muzzy
Hamlin Lodge, Κ of P., No. 31, have repeated once.
Judge Nathaniel Hobbs, who is in bis
No. 104,
No. 3. One session at High School—
This Monday evening the Seneca Club iuvited Valley Spriog Lodge,
his 42d year as judge
Hiawatha, No. 49, One long blast of whistle at 11:30 A. M. 9Utb year, began
la entertained bv Mrs. Eastman and Mrs. South Waterford,
of tbe York County Probate Court TuesNo. 118, and
once.
Forbes at Mrs. Etstman*·. The literary Ea»t Stoneham, Fraternal,
repeated
day. He claims to be the oldest probate
Pond, Peuuesaeewassee, No.
program of the evening has Egypt as its Bryant's
These signals are blown by the Mason judge in New England, if not in tbe
18, Norway, to participai in celebrating
and
subject, and is:
only
tbey apply
United States, who is serving for so long
the fiftieth anniversary or golden jubi- Manufacturing Co.,
Boll call—Something about the I'h&raohs
to the schools of South Paris village. a
period. He was able to transact tbe
of the founding of the organization I
lee
V·] P*
No. 1 and No 2 apply to both business Tuesday almost as quickly as
Mre. Hlton on Feb.
at Hamlin Signals
at
tsllrapsee Into Northern Egypt
o'clock,
19th,
the high school and grade schools. Sig- 20 years ago.
Mrs. Kernald
Country Life In Egypt
rooms.
...Mrs. Llttletield Lodge
Life In the Slie Desert....
nal No. 3 applies to the high school
Mrs. Morton
Piano solo...
William King of South Brewer,19yeara
At its annual meeting Tuesday even-1 only.
burned on Friday by
Each teacher is requested to keep a of age, was fatally
Deputy Sheriff Everett M. liessev of ing, Paris Lodge. F. and A. M.,
into the boiling water of tbe
Ruinford brought to jail on Tuesday Har- officers for the coming year as follow·:
copy of these signals posted in her falling
the South Brewer plant of
schoolroom and to familiarize the pupils wood pit at
W. M.-D M. Stewart
ry Braudr.who is charged with assault upthe Eastern Manufacturing Co. He waa
Eastman
s.
F.
also
well
do
at
Parents
would
a
crew
with
them.
of
W.—George
lumber
Brook,
the
boss
on
Big
J. W.—Geo. C. Keraald
burned from bis feet to his neck, and
tu cut this from tbe paper and put it in
Lake. The boss was
near Cupsuptic
Trea».—Wm. ·>. Frothlngham
lived but a few hours at the hospital to
some convenient place.
shot in the wrist, the wound not being
sec —Walter L. Gray
which he was rushed. He bad been a
S. U.—A. F. Stevens
of
is
45
F.
Brandt
Bukk
serious.
age.
Jones,
years
Superintendent.
very
J. D.—H. C. Fletcher
student at tbe University of Maine for a J
.,t kMn>...<.u
txthiir If
ITnrl.aa
Charh
He admits doing the shooting with bis
Prizes for Panama Canal Essays.
year.
revolver, but asserts that he did it when H. George, Albert W. Walker
Tru.tees of Charity Éfund for thre>· year»—L.
ι»»
uw
mc
the boss was pursuing him with a club.
Through the kindness of the N. Dayuaniei ai. uaimKuor, wr
S. Billing!», W. 8. Starblrd, Walter L. Gray
I
ton Bolster Co., three prizes of three, I years driver of tbe Bangor House back
Mrs. Xellie, wife of Thomas P. Sampof
the
annual
will
be
On Saturday tbe
meeting
two and one dollars reapectively
to the boats and trains, died Wednesday
at
son or tais place, uiea on weuuesuay
Oxford County Patrous of Husbandry offered to the three students of the after a brief illness. Not long ago Mr
the hospital io Augusta. where she bad
Mutual Κ re Insurance Co. wan held at South Paris or West Paris High Sohool Gallagher reckoned be bad carried 350,For tbe
been for about three years
Grange Hall. Tbe old board of officers who write the best essays od "The Pan- 000 and bad driven far enough to
ρ ist year she had been failing steadily. wait re-elected, an follows:
The essays must be over around the world four times and bave a
ama Canal."
The funeral was held on Saturday at
hun- good start on tbe fifth trip. He was unone thousand and less than fifteen
Free —Henry 1). Hammond. Paris.
Leeds, tbe former borne of her family.
Sec. and Trcas.—L. A. Brooke, South l'arle.
dred words in length. It Is desired that married and bad a wide acquaintance
Besides her husband. Mrs.
Sampson
Directors—
a brief historical sketch of this great enwith the traveling public.
Henry D. Hammond, Parle.
leaves two children by a former husbind,
John A. Roberts, Norway.
gineering feat be included in the essays,
Elmer Lane of Bethlehem, Pa., and Miss
The Democratic state convention will
T. B. W. Stetson. Hartford (P.O. Canton). but that the chief emphasis be placed
w«i
Blanche Lane of South Pari·. The husCharles Ε wards. South Paris.
will be held in Portland March 20. This
a prophecy of what the canal
upon
Η
Hebron.
Charles
George,
were
at
tbe
funband and both children
All decided at a meeting of the State Commean to the future of this country.
G. * Rlrhardson, West Parts.
is
a
Parie
of
South
Preeral. Howard Allen
mittee in Augusta Friday night
L. A. Brook*, Sonth Parle.
high school stndents of this town are viou»
brother of Mrs. Sampson.
to the meeting of the State ComNews has been received of the death eligible to compete for the prizes; and mittee a conference of
leading DemoThe officers of Aurora Encampment, in Tucson, Ariz
on the tffh, of Mrs. the board of jadgea will consist of the
crats of the state was bel i, at which
No. 23, were installed Monday evening Lucy E. (Morgan), wife of Charles A. superintendent of schools and school
speeches were made by United States
of last week by District Deputy L K. Masou. Mrs Mason wad tbe daughter of committee.
Senator Charles F. Johnson of Water
Monk and suite, and were as follows:
Charles and Mary Locke M>rgan, and
A Wild and
ville, Congressman Daniel J. McGilliParis
C. P.—Arthur Ε Clark
was formerly a resident of South
of Lewiston, Ex-Governor Fred11 P.—Ralph Heuilugway
.A man who was formerly a resident cuddy
when tbe family made
fur
some
years
S W.—Charles Ν well
erick W. Plaisted of Augusta and othMr. Mason was a of South Paria, now in the mining retheir home here.
J. W —Kluxer K. Brigs*
ers.
Scribe— Luth'-r W. limits
Mrs. Mason gions of the Pacific alope, in writing to s
former resident of Bethel.
Twelve colleges, hospitals and charitaTrea·. —A. E. Shurtleff
friend in the old home town, makes
was in Arizona on account of her health,
Gul'le—Elmer Alilrtch
nine of them in Minneand death was due to a specially severe these interesting remarks regarding the ble institutions,
L E. Monk
let W
apolis, are tbe recipients of New Year'*
■.'ml W.—Thomas Clegg
attack of asthma, from which she bad region of his present sojourn:
il W.—C. B. Dunn
"The Pacific slope is the home of the gifts aggregating 1230,000 irom David D.
suffered for years. Besides her husMh W.—Perley A Cole
Bull Con. man, and Los Angeles is his Stewart of St. Albans, Maine, who inof
one
son
leaves
she
years
eight
Moultua
band,
1st G of Τ —Charles
herited tbe estate of the late Levi M.
Jo t G of Τ
Her mother died only a few weeks middle name. Los Angeles, with nothKinery Mason
age.
a pioneer who
1. 8.—Robert Paterion
ing but its sunshine aud hot air, has Stewart of Minneapolis,
since at her borne In South Portland.
0. S.—Waller L. Bonuey
two years ago. Mr.
grown to be a big city. But it's almost died in Minneapolis
Paris Grauge will bold its annual fair
the Iaet year hae *,v®n away
Mrs. Eaiu<en« Cushrnan, wbo died at
impossible to get a position either as an
at its uew Grange Hall, Jan. 22d, openor a candidate to enter aociet j 1630,000, practically half of the estate
the home of her son in Roelmdale, Mass
employee
of V. ing at 2 P. M ; also in conusor ion with unless you can show that you have serv that was left him. About $400.000 went
a few days since, was the widow
fair the drama entitled "Brookdale ed a term in state priaon for embezzle- to churches, colleges and charitable inJohnson Cushman, once a well known the
will be given on the evenings of ment or other high crime. I expect to stitutions in Maine.
citizen of West Paris. Mrs. Cushrnan Karm"
with tbe following cast
She married Mr. Jan. 22d and 23d
was ϋ4 years of age.
go down there in about a month to gel
An increase of $13,134,198 the past
aome new glasses, and I shall get out
Cushman in 1S6S, and resided in Paris of characters:
in the valuation of tbe cities, towns
year
Old
tbe
owner
of
Quarry
until the death of her husband, since Soulre Brooks,
again as soon as I can.
and plantations of Maine is shown in
and'The Brookdale Farm"—A. L. Holmes
in
"Christmas no doubt was the same
whioh she has made her home with her Roy Haru, a youu* farmer
Harold Brings
tbe annual report of tbe board of state
the New England states as of old. assessors, the total
children. She leaves two daughters, Mrs Gilbert Dawson, Mrs. Bnok»' nephew
being $430,025 462
Shaw Christmas trees at the
Francis
churches, servicei The average rate of taxation on each
James M.Pike of Calai· and Mrs Arthur
a farm hand
Ralph Andrew* with
Green,
Epbrtaui
singing of anthems, and nearlj 11,000 of valuation was 823 50.
The
Alley of Auburn, and one son. Ernest T. Samuel Hunter, sheriff of Spring County..
Chester Easaon everybody happy in a
way. Here in usual substantial increase in all corporaCushrnan of Koslindale, and is survived
Gates
a
Dlcli'wihard.
Raymond
as
the
usual,
tramp
camp we observed
day
tion taxes was shown, the amount of tbe
by two sisters, Mrs. Ellen M Curtis of Ben Holy, proprietor
of Placer Hotel
South Paria, and Mrs. Lucelia A. MerriA. L. Holmes Ninety-five per cent of the men gol gain being $153,554.
"The increase in
of
us
the
rest
A.
L.
Holmes
drunk
and
.Mrs.
wife.
disgusted
Mrs Brook*.'squire's
got
aru of Norway.
the nnmber of cattle, as well as tbe inMarlou Brooke, their daughter...Bessie Hawett looking at them.
I used to drink, but] crease in the total valuation of all live
At Odd Fellows' Hall Friday evening, San Curomlng*. »n mtoptcit chlUl.ArilneCrocker had a
good time while full. Ilere it'i stock is satisfactory," the assessors re
Villager* *u<l 111 Inert.
tbe officers of Mount Pleasaut Kebekah
get drunk quick, and sleep on the flooi
"but the decrease in cows and sbeep
Lodge were installed by District Deputy
A congregation of between 250 and of the saloon or in the open, and wak< port,
h* a feature to be deplored."
President Mrs. Ada Ltbby of Norway, 300 people attended tbe week of prayer
n(
had
We
up and get doped again.
A larwe service at tbe
with the assistance of her staff
Deering Memorial Cburcb shooting. Some little bruises and black 1 J. M. Mathews & Son of Skowhegan
number of visitors from Mount I! >pe Sunday night. Rev. A. T. Mc\\ borter
have now under way plans to make one
eyes, but quite a peaceable time.
he
L<>dge of Norway were present,
"I had atone time this past fall prettj of the biggest businesses in agricultural
preached a sermon with power on Multiofficers are:
tudes in tbe Valley of Decision Music by good showing to make a stake, but ii records in ginseng growing. They have
N. G .—Ml»s L. Alice Wetherell
• cborus choir, and a solo was beautifully collapsed.
I had not spent the money, now about 2400 plants within a quarter
Mrs. I. E. Andrews
V G
rendered by Mr Pike, "TbeSuusei Gates but I bad figured out that I was goinf of a mile of Skowhegan village and many
R. 9. N. G.—Mr·. J. S. Wright
"
They
An after-meeting was held back and
of Gold
Ml·»» Haute M. Leach
L. S. N. G
spend the rest of my days ii 11 more will be set out in tbe spring.
Such an iuterest has been South Paris. Well, I
will harvest next year
Κ. 8. V G.—Mrs. A. E. Forbes
in the vestry
may strike it yet.' estimate that they
I,. S V. G.—Mrs. H. W. StarbtrU
a
union
manifested that there will be
•51500 worth of this crop from a bed that
War —Mrs. D. H. Bean
Well, We Should Blush I
«•120 feet long and three feet wide
service at tbe Methodist church Wedneston —Mrs. Herbert Crooker
Chau.—Mrs. C. E. McAllister
They began setting ont their beds about
night at 7:30. Union young people's
day
Kec Sec.—Ml»s Helen L. Chapman
meeting aud evangelistic service at the
aR°· 'or * great many years
Miss A va I-each
Kin. Sec
ΐτ'8 WELL TO ACKNOWLEDGE THI : back 'f®re have made annual
pilgrimthey
Congregational church next Sunday UUT
Treas -Mlse Grace A. Thayer
Plans are also being made to
BOUQUETS OCCASIONALLY.
1. G —Mrs. Horace EUwanls
ages and have been successful in locatnight.
O. G.—Wm T. Wetherell
continue ibese evangelistic meetings
ing the wild plant. J. H. Mathews a
Tuesshort time ago found a wild bed of ginThe Good Cheer will hold their annu- through another week, beginning
A subscriber in Massachusetts, a sum
each night exheng that came to about $300. These
al fair Feb. 25, 26 and 27. The first and day, Jau. 20, and meeting
(
as
alsi
is
of
Oxford
resident
County,
It is mer
plants never grow in the sunligbt and
second day will be the sale in Good cepting Monday and Tuesday.
will plan her brother whom she mentions. In send tbe Mathews have erected slatted shelCheer Uall, the aecood and third nights hoped that social organizations
to
the
Demo
annual
ber
subscription
These kept off the
ters over their beds.
to give these meetings tbe right of way. ing
a drama in New Hall. Following is a list
crat writes:
My brother says that direct rays except for a few moments in
;
of the chairmen at the fair:
#
on January 19 is to considering its field and the purpose fo
that
not
Do
a place.
forget
Entertainment Con.—Mr. E. 9. Jones, Mr. A.
be given tbe third entertainment in tbe which it Is published, the Oxford Demo
I.. Holme·.
of tbe crat is the best newspaper that be sees.'
Favored Resident Hunting License.
Advertising Com.—Mrs. Arthur Forbes, Mr series held under the management
W. P. Morton.
And here is a former South Paris man
Senior Class of Paris High School. The
In bis annual address, tbe retiring
Mrs. S. Ρ
G·
C.
Miller,
Coot-—Mrs.
ii
Reception
numbers presented so far have proved to now a resident in a mining district
Fish
tbi , I president of the Maine Sportsmen's
tabl e—Mr·. Wirt Stanley, Mrs
be pleasing, and have measured up to tbe Nevada, who writes to a friend In
Game Association, J. Putnam Ste"I dropped into the pos t aud
J. D. Hays··.
set by tbe Eastern Lyceum old towo:
standard
of a
high
in
favor
Arthur Forbes,
veus, expressed himself
table— Mrs.
Handkerchief
Bureau. The satisfaction derived from office Christmis day and found youi
Mrs. D. D. Fletcher
license for residents of the state
hunting
who
Demo
of
tho
Oxford
card and the copy
Apron table—Mr·. L. E. Bean, Mr·. W. B. tbe previous performances by those
not large, but something which will help
Young.
attended is tbe surest indication of their crat Now I don't c'aim to be nn exper t out tbe finances of the fisb and game deFoot table—Mr·. Herbert Hilton, Mr·. Al
:
tbinl
cosbut
I
a
is
on
certainly
number
This third
newspapers,
success.
and provide a belter warden
bert l>ean, Mr·. J. G. LlUlefleUi.
to be proud of tba t partaient
Mrs
tume and musical entertainment devel- that you have reason
Candy table—Mrs. Walter Starblrd,
service. He also thought It might be
,
the
aee
inconld
be
to
If
sure
porou
Ernest Herrlck.
i·
you
the
aud
Gales,
paper.
oped by
well to require a non-resident fishiug
Mr·. Hat
> cent table—Mrs. Chester Record.
There are six plasters and bladders that towna ο r
structive and amusing.
license. Further be advooated allowing
tie Bailey.
3000 population publish an< I
and
2000
of
showing
costome,
changes
complete
only buck deer to be killed, and placing
Many people in tbe place are wa'ch- the different styles of Japanese dress slip over aud get the coiu on in tbi , I a close time of four or five years on bull
ing with interest the reporta of the Billj for various occasious—for the street, for country, you would agree with me."
moose.
Sunday revival meetings lo Pittsburgh, the borne, for visiting, and for other
These matters were discussed during
Resolutions.
to which much space le given by the pa purposes. During tbe eveuing Mr and
tbe meeting of the association, but no
N*w Yeai
per* of that city. On the
Mrs. Gale play upon seven different
Whereas, It lias pleased an all-wia action was taken on them.
Sunday the tabernacle In which he musical instruments of Japao, some of Providence to remove from our orde
Robert I. Hodgson of Lewiston was
spoke, with a seating capacity of 15,000 which are used in the ancient religious Past Worthy Patron, Brother Peter C chosen president of the association at
300C
and
was filled, with 2000 standing,
rites. Mr. Gale is not only a public per- Fickett, therefore,
the meeting, which was held in Angusta
in. Ai
were turned away unable to get
Resolved, That in the death of Brothe on the 0th.
former of merit, but be is also a close
a
total
was
nations
there
the
Ε
alt services for the day
Fiokett Granite Chapter, No. 15, Ο
atudent of the music of all
Tbe wardens' a«sociatlpu, held at tbe
at'eudance of 50 000. and the collection· comparing them in points of harmony, S has auatained the lose of a faithfc j same date,
pluoed itsolf on record as fa
am muted to
Any who member and an earnest worker.
12350. A letter received individuality and expression.
vorlng both tbe resident banters' license
friend m
a
t
from
our
we
tender
Dtvie
a
Ε
A.
That
Rev.
in
pleasing
deepea and tbe olose time on moose.
Kesolved,
by
are interested
high-class,
tc
who
appreciate sy.upathv to itia bereaved relatives ii (
Pittsburgh suturatrizea the résulta
eutertaiomeut, and
the time of writing as sixteen meeting* music, should not neglect this unuaual their affliction.
The government has just sold 43,000
»nd sermons, with a total attendance "I opportunity.
Resolved, That these resolutions b 0 cords of cedar wood for shingles froiu
Ou
of
the
of
I74W.
the
records
dlectiona
in
c
chaptei
and
recorded
-1U,U00,
M tbe Washington national forest. The
KINO DISTRICT.
the first day that the inflation waa gi»
and a oopy be sent to the Oxford Demt
shingles manufactured from this wood,
aiok. crat for
en, 7'Jii came forward.
publication.
laid six inches to tbe weather, would
Teliss Tbibodeau's horse is very
Iva M Packard
nut have much hopes of her.
oover 2 12 square miles of root.
I
District Deputy D. M. Frenoh and He doe·
Ada Β Bah den
Nor·
snow c»m·»,
suite of seven grand officer· from
A day or two before the
F. H. Hill
IfTsa Are a Trill· SfBiltlT·
Mica 1
waa at work id
Tbibodeau
way installed the officer· of Mt.
Teliss
while
About tbe sise ot roar shoes It's some sattsfsc
Committee on Resolutions.
Lodge, I. Ο OF, Thursday evening, it the woods, he turned up a piece of ice,
Hon to know that many people oan wear shoe*
three or
The elect» toost impressive raanoer.
hy shaking Allen's Foot-Bsee Intc
and there was a frog that leaped
Oxford County Republican Commit sisesmsller
them. Ju«t tbe thing for dancing parties, and
ive and appointed officer· inatalled were four times, theu weut into the water out
tee Meeting.
f'tr breaking In New Shoes. 8old Everywhere
aa follows;
κ iVs. Sample FREE.
Address, Allen 8. Olm
of sight.
There will be a meeting of the Repul
stead, Le Boy, M. T.
•V G—Albert Ames.
t
the
Com
at
this
M well
lioans of Oxford County
Mrs. Amos Canwell I· not
V G.—Robert Paterson.
Jai
Mrs. Can
Uouse, South Paris, on Tuesday,
Kec Sec.—ttonalU H. Bean.
MOTHER GRAY'S SWEET POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
winter a· ah· waa iu the fall.
the afternooi
seven
Πη. s«c.-Peror k. Milieu.
Relieve Kevertahoess, Bad Stomach, Teethlnf
20, 1914, at 1 o'clock in
has a cow that she is making
well
Trea·
vacaucii
Krnert M. MlUett.
batter
of
of
any
Disorders, move and regulate tbe Bowels anc
filling
for the purpose
and one-half and eight pounds in
Used b<
W»r—Elmer Ε Stiles.
e
ara a pleasant remedy for Worms.
pans that may exist in the County Committf
She seta her milk
Con.—Herbert L. Crooker.
for 34 years. Tkq asper Ml. At al
Mothers
a week from.
an ν
of
transacting
the
Chap.-J. J Merrill.
purpose
rirurglsts, U5c. Sample FBBB. Address, Allei
and carea for it in the old-faahioned way, and for
h
K. S. Ν G.—Horace L Swsb.
1S. Olmstead, Le Boy, Ν. T.
other buainess that may legally come b<
L. 8 \ G.-A. E. Shurtleif.
and ber butter is very nioe.
fore said meeting.
K. S. V ii —vvII 11am T. Wetharell
MI bave been somewhat costive, bat Doan'i
Chairman,
L.s. V a -L. s Se—lons
By order of the
Begulets rive just tbe results I desire. They ac
τ
Ο
Τ ΤίνΤΛΒ
H. S.
Rakdall l. Taylor,
S.—Perley A. CoJ·.
mildly and regulate the bowels perfeotly."—Geo
LS. S.—WllDur R. Swaa.
B. Krause, AQoona, Fa.
Acting Secretary.
*•6.—George H. Soper.
at all drag stores·
0. u.—LuUtar W. HolUa.
—
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^Miscellaneous
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spend

chusetts,

of the supper is:
Koast chicken
Cranberry sauce
Pickles, Celery, Olives
Mashed potato
Cold meau
Salads
Hot rolls
White bread

The

Morse,

him.

NORWAY.

Main· Nm Not·*.

■

I. Ο. O. F

Mm. W. S. Oliver of Gardiner le with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Murphy,
for a few week·.

OPEN

AFTEKNOOX

Erneat J. Record ia laying hard wood
floor· for Mr·. L. K. Bean In several
room· of her house on Pine Street.

is

Hall.

Mr·. Nettie, wife of Cbarlea Nowell of
January term of the Norway MuniciWatervllle, committed anicide by drownTuesday morning.
ing, because of despondency. She ou pal Court wait held oothe
Contractor Kerr of
Norway sewer
48
of age, and leaves a buaband
Although otherwise indicated io th< andyear·
and
was In town Monday
three dangbtore.
Toeeday adjustDemocrat laat week, the exercises 01
in
tbe conatruc
involved
ing the matters
dedication of the new hall of Pari!
While playing about the plant of the tion and
of tbe work.
completion
Grange will be open to the publii ι Bornham & Morrill Go. at East Deering,
Ifrs. V, W. Hills, who bas been sick
throughout. The exerciaea are on Tue· Albert Emmett Nelson, 12 year· of age, for several weeks, is improving.
inio
fell
to
the
elevator,
day of tbia week, Jan. 13. The dedica undertook use
George Cummings and company ention service will be at 1:30 P. M. Sup the well, and the counterweights (truck
a day ice fishing the first of tbe
joyed
htm.
per will be served at 6:30. Following ; hla Lead, ioatantly killing
week. Theoompany oaptured several
a
abort
there
will
be
the supper
pro
Five hundred and ninety-one corpora- very good fish and enjoyed a big outing.
gram, with remarka by C. S. Stetson tion· were
Charles L. Hathaway continues about
organized under the general
State Master, A. VV. Walker, president
law in tbia state the past year according tbe same; very little Improvement if any.
of the South Paris Board of Trade, Wal·
to tbe annual report of Joseph E.Alexan- He Is under tbe constant care of two
ter L. Gray, James S. Wright, Alton C.
der,
Seoretary of State. The fees re- trained nurses. The lumber business is
Wheeler, Win. J. Wheeler, and readingi ceived
conduoted by Arthur Hebbarb, who has
by tbe state aggregated #43,723.
by Mrs. Wood. This will be followed
been with Mr. Hathaway for years.
Charles W. Clifford of Bath, a year
by a dance and a sociable. The price ol
Tbe Boston Comedy Company, H.
horse
saddle
the supper is 50 cents per plate, and ago, purchaaed a Eentuoky
Price Webber's Company, gave a very
and
bis
family. good evening's entertainment at tbe
dancing is 50 cents per couple. In iti for the uae of himself
advertising the grange extends the invl· At tbe recent Boston horse show tbia Opera House Wednesday evening. Tbe
in
claasea
in
two
two
ribbons
won
man
tation,
drama was MA Queen for a Day."
competition with such horses as those of
"Comeone, come all,
Mrs. C. Ε Sawin has gone to MassaAnil help pay for the ball."
the Vanderbilt stable.
the winwhere she will
PROG Κ A M

The Phllathe· class will meet with
Mr·. Albert Ames Tuesday afternoon,
Jan. 13.

13, 1Q14

drug·

Supt —Β Ν. Swell
A sut Supt.—R. S Osgood
Sec -Tree».—Howard Ch'ck

Librarian—Ned llurnell
Asst. Librarian—Edith Parkir, Gladys Edwards
Supt Junior. Dept.—P. P. 8tor.e
Mildred J. Holmes
Ami. Supt
Supt. Home Dept.—Mrs. Geo. ff, Holmes
Hull—Mrs Ε. Ν. Swett
of
Cradle
8upt.
Exec. Com.—Herbert Holt, P. H. Noyce and
M re. Lena Andrews
—

held Jan. 19, at the home of Misa Nellie
Andrew·, and will be followed by an advertising party, each member represent-

oer.

Officers of tbe Epworth
Methodist church are:

was

Even tt, a
In Wen

ANODYNE

is the never-failing
remedy. Keep it in your
home and be ready for
both internal and external ills.

Curtis.™'"*1'
Exec. Com—A. J. Stearns, Η. B. Foster. Wm

Jones, F. Ε. Smith and 3. W. Goodwin.
Francis Andrews will suffer no permanent ill effects from freezing four toes
while picking brown-tall moth nests at

F.

Miss Florence Rideout has returned
from a visit to relatives in Dover, Garland and Baogor.
Neighbors of Fred Dunn cat him 20
cords of wood during bis stay at the

25c

Miss Elizabeth G. Foes was

given a
surprise party Wednesday evening by the
members of her former Suuday school
class, who preseuted her with a beautiful hund painted cake plate.
Miss Lena Buck, who has been teach-

relieve conetipation
and headache

iilace,

Lodge,

I. O. 0. F.:
M. Lovejoy.
2—Ç"r"nk
G··—Kdwaiit J. baron.

u
—Mcrton L. Kimnall.
Sec
Tress -Frsnk E. DeCoster.
W.—Harry E. Lovqjoy.
Con—John p. Judktus.
R. s.-a. L. F. IMk*.
L.8·—Kdward P. McAllister.
It. S. 8 —Horace H Cole.
L. 8. S—Wm. It. Walker.
'). G.—'Thaddeus B. Roberta.
I. G.-Edwartl F. Ulake.
Ch*D.—Dennis Pike.
R. 8. V. G.—Owen D. Rich.
L.s. V. G.—Wm. J. BasoalL
Clarence V. Webber.
8. P.

2*~?le*nS£i

The Browning Rending Club meets
M»r*«ret A. Baker
Street The discussion Is on
on
M^n
and
finance
household
management.
ie annual banquet of the olub will be

?n°5S7 eL?,n?
|Th

at

'

19c.

quality,

inches wide, 7

5c per

I-2C

per

One lot all linen Towels, value 29c, reduced
pieces unbleached linen crash, 6 1-4C.

WASH DRESSES
One-piece

yard.

yard.

yard. Apron Gingham,

gc per

Dresses at

Gingham

Print and

6

Γ

Best Per-

1-2C

yard.

each. Five

to 21c

a

per

discount of

20

per cent.

PUFFS AND BLANKETS
Our entire line of PufVs,

duction of from

cotton and

woolen Blankets

at

re-

a

to 20 per cent.

10

LADIES' AND GENTS' UNDERWEAR

lit!

of the

Prepare

10

for the cold weather yet to come by taking advantage
prices of woolen and fleeced under-

per cent discount from usual

wear.

35 MARKET SQUARE,
MAINE.

1

Boys'

Clearance Sale of

1-3 Off

Clothing

YOU save just onePut your money back in your pockets.
third if you purchase now. We're giving you prices, not promises,
these days
prices that will not fail to impress you. You know
our reputation on that
the kind of Children's Clothing we sell
season saw us leading in quality, style
The
is
made.
regular
point
to this
and, in fact, prices
every one of our customers can testify
and every one who makes purchases during this ONE-THIRD
OFF SALE will gladly tell you that they made an actual saving of
—

—

—

—

33 l-3c ON THE DOLLAR
It
What others are doing you can do, while this sale lasts.
won't last long, for the mission of this sale is to clean things up
before another season is upon us, and the prices not promises are
more
doing it. This sale will gain headway from the start. The
its advantages become known, the larger become the crowd of purAnd that's why we
chasers. The best bargain is sure to go first.
Anxious-to-sell
are
; one-third otV on all Children's

prices

is

rather

mild word for

a

our

present oflerings

—

it's

South Paris

Square,

GRAND ARMY HALL

January 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 2:30 to 4 P. M.
Take fork and spoon, come to the Monday lecture, see
what the work is, and get recipes, a cook book and sample.

20th Century Cooking School,
J. T. MATTOON, Manager.

-TLJ|C
110
I

j

is

fully

Modern
Hardware Store

stocked with

everything

that is

neces-

J. P. Richardson,

South Paris,

Maine.

WITH LEATHER TOPS
a

Maiden Ribbed

oi Them and Have

Specialty
Heel,

a

"

ίο

44

44

44

44

i2

44

"

»·

44

14

«

44

i6

$3·35

3·5ο
3-75

44

14

4-oc

44

"

4.25
3.0c
3 25
3.5c
3-75
4.0c

8 inch top

44

10

44

44

44

12

44

44

44

14
16

44

44

44

44

dry, bought

on

the low

accordingly.
good supply of old

market and sold

We
corn

GJ. Cunnings & Sons,

Maine.

Norway,

%

H

Ε. N.

SWËTTSHOE

OPEEA HOUSE BLOCK

TELEPHONE, BUSINESS 38-2

NORWAY,

CO.

RESIDENCE 38-ί *

MAINE

placed by

After July i, 1913, Stanley M.
Wheeler will be taken into the firm

J.

Wheeler & Co., composed
Margaret A.

J. Wheeler,

Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.
We thank the people of Oxford

County for past favors and solicit
continuance of same and shall continue to give them our best efforts,
good protection and a good square
business deal.
Bankrupt's

In the matter of
ARTHUR II.

Petition for

Discharge.

)

FLOYD,
Bankrupt. )

5 In

Bankruptcy.

Τ υ the Hon. Clarknck IIai.k, Judge of the Dietrlct Court of tho l/nlted States for the District
of Maine:

Large Variety

8 inch top

«

*

W. J Wheeler & Co.

of W.

Γ1ΕΝ'5 RUBBERS
We Make

INSURANCE.
All kinds of insurance

of W.

Lumbering, Teaming, and in fact I have
everything that is needed for a hard winter's work.
sary for

These Rubbers are first quality, and the tops are as gooc
is possible to make. We also have some for less monej
it
as
care
several
We have just received
worth the price.
are
that
is
of new corn which
very bright»

a

prices.

line of White
$1.00 values at

SOUTH PARIS,

44

also have
on hand.

new

TOWELS

Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit yon but

No Heel,

nice and

a

South Paris, Maine, January 12,1914.
Madam:
Dear
Yourself and friends are cordially invited to attend
in the
a series of Five Free Cooking Lectures to be given

Parsons' Pills

Gkokuk

Harrtmsn.

Ginghams,

Bates

low

and 50c everywhere

evenings'

Con—Maude OeCosta.
?* S' S' Ô.—Aii*A. Llhbv.
ν·Κββ11β
ν'
H
f· Υ* ®·—f-eoa French.
Ρ
L. 8. V. G.—Emma Cuilloan.
Chap.—Cora Kim ball.
I.G.—Lena Kimball.
O. G.—Marlon Andrews.

36

36

will be

sa e

surprisingly

25c goods

Good Percales,
inches wide, 9c.

—

31 Market

a posiing in Jackson, Ν. H., now has
tion at Rum ford Corner.
The millinery stores will close at 5
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ο clock during January and February
In the matter of
)
Ukougk Wai.tkk Hopkins, } In Bankruptcy.
except Monday and Saturday
Bankrupt. )
when they will be open until 8 o'clock.
IIalk, Judge of the Dis
Mrs. B. F. Bradbury will entertain the To the Hon. Clarenck
trlct Court of the United States for the District
Barton Rea.ling Club on theafternooo of
of Maine:
WALTER Hoi'KiNM, of Mliton PlantaJan. 29tb, when the session will be detion In the County of Oxford, and State of
voted to music, the work of Ethelbert
Maine, In eald District, respectfully represents,
Nevin being considered.
that on the '.MJth day of Nov.. Inst past he was duly
Miss Agnes Sanborn bas returned to adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congres»
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surher school at Newton Center, Mass.
rendered all his property and rights of property,
Mies Pearl Foster has returned from a and has fully complied
with all the requirements
in
Brockton.
relatives
to
said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
of
month's visit
his bankruptcy.
Mass.
Wherefore lie prays, that he may be decrecd
Feb. 10 will be the date of the annual by the Court to have a full dlecharge from all
clerks' ball at the Opera House. The debts provable against his estate under said
such debts as are ex
association organized last week for the bankruptcy Acts, except
oy law from such discharge.
event.
All the lady clerks will be the cspted
bated this 8th dav of Jan., A. D. 1914.
GEOKUE WAI.TKK HOPKINS, Bankrupt.
reception committee, and Walter HutchThe officers
ins will be floor manager.
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΚΕΟΝ.
and committees of tbe association are:
District of Maine, ss.
Pre· —Fred E. Smith.
On this 10th daj of Jan., A. D. 1914, on read- j
V. Pres.—Chester P. Gates.
lng the foregoing petition, It Is—
8ec.Treas -Lester V. Ashton.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hail
P
General Committee-Harry W. Luck, C. Ralph
of Feb., A. D.
upon the same on the 30th day
Harrlman, Chester P. Gates
11)14, before said Court at Portland, In said Die
y
Mus'c Committee—Mr·. Charles Akors, Rsy
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
trlct,
DeCosta
Eastman, Clarence
be published In The Oxford
Committee—Chester P. Gates, Mrs notice thereof
a newspaper printed In said District,1
r ι0<*ΟΓ·',οη
Ann* Brooke· Bert Hutchlns. Democrat,
and that all known creditors, and other person*
may appear at the said Ume an<'
Refreshment Committee—Cleve Goodwin M-v·. In Interest,
and show cause. If any they have, why
»c«™.
font Mann, Lester V. Asbton, E. D. Packard
he prayer of said |>etltloner should not be
Ernest Hayden, Addle D-Costa.
granted.
Badge»—Mrs. Etta Bldlon.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
Officers of several local bodies have the Clerk shall send by mall to all known crcd-1
Itors
copies of said petition and this order, ad<
recently been installed. Of Harry Rust dressed
to them at their places of residence απ
Womau'i Relief Corps they are:
stated.
Witness the Hon. clarence Hale, Judge
Pre".— Addle Lovejoy.
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortGammon.
Εΐ*—"·
J. v. Pre*.—Laura Stevens.
land, In said District, on the 10th day of Jan., 1
A. D. 1914.
f'hsp.—Lisait» Kdwarde.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Steven*.
s«c.—Kiftth
[L. B.]
A true copy of petiUon and on 1er thereon.
Tress.—Clara M. Elliott.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Guard—Susan WonUel.
24
C-on.—EvMrn Younsr.
Asst. Guard—Alliertlna Bennett.
Asst C<m.—Eva L. Foirg,
Pat. Ins.—Msrv McAllister.
Ρreus Cor.—Alla J. Sheen.
M u.Hlclau-Berenice Nash.
Color Bca-ers-lst, iÎKttle Ε Fuller; 2d. .W
Jrnnle Richardson; 4tli, Alta J.

Lodge:

offering

39c.

GINGHAMS

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.

!

at

at

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

I. S. JOHNSON* CO., Ino.
Boston, Ma··.

hospital.

cales,

sack—

IN USE 103 YEARS

Stoneham.

50c values

PERCALES

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

busy.
Clothing.
Bargains
almost a gift.

LINIMENT

Goods, which

we are

All light and dark Prints, best

and More of It

7, Mrs. Nellie, wife of
of South Purls, aged 53

JOHNSON'S

The chief feature of this

PRINTS

try—

For Aches,
and Wounds,

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
79c.

Best Bread—

Died.

The new officers of the Norway Board
of Trade are:
Kimball.
Pre; -Frank N'
Swe"' Ρ· J> Cook aD(1 Q· L

f

3»

In Canton, Jan. .1. by Rev. A. G. Murray, Mr.
Ilarrleon L. Bragg of Hartford and Mlee Mary
Ε Darrlngton of Canton.
In South Parle, Dec. 25, by Kev. C. I. Spear,
Mr. Ovcll W. Brown of Norway and Mlee Mearle
J. Monk of South Par's.
In Portland. Jan. 7. by Rev. M. Joseph
Twumey, Mr. Leon A. Jack and Mlee Doris C.
Perkins, both of Denmark.

N. Swett.

Warden—Chrystal

:0R RHEUMATISM KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

Married.

nïSMïSftSSï*·
Agent-Ε.

Of Mt. Hope Rebekah
G.—Dora Brett.
V.G.-I lnnle Parker.
8ec.—Eva M. Kimball.
Treas.—Hattle A. Sawyer.

FOLEY KIDNEY PHIS

daughter.

yeare.
In Bryant's Pond, Jan. 5, Mrs. Augusta Cole,
aged about 74 years.
In Brownfleld, Jan. 9, Mrs Man ville Scavey.
In Norway, Jan. 3, Mrs. Charles E. Gilbert,
aged tit) years, 2 month', 17 days.
In Wuet I.ovell, Jan. 4, Mrs. Joan McAllister,
aged tt) yeare.
In Rosllndale, Mass., Jan. 5, Mre. Emogcne
A. Cushman, aged 64 yeare, 11 months.
In Andover, Mass., Mrs. Sarah Wardwcll,
formerly of Oxford, aged 78 years.
In Andover, Jan. 2. Mrs. Georgte, wife of
Ueorpe llutchlne, aged 70 years.
In Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 6, Mrs. Lucy E. (Morgan), wife of Charles A. Mason, aged 45 yeare.

Ear"Farnum

Maine.

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every

begin-

sale at the

a

a
year we have decided to give our customers
fine opportunity to secure good values at as
low prices as have ever been advertised.

Lady Attendant.

1.-2

holding

ning of the year is not new, yet with us 'tis an
Before taking an inventory this
innovation.

Miss M. F. PARLIN,

Kctbel, Jan.5, to the wife of Wa !e Thurston,
κ (laughter.
In Norway, Jan. 8, to the wife of Walter
Chandler, a son.
In l.ewlston, Jan. 2, to the wife of Herbert E.
Yeaton of Oxford, a eon.
In St'>w, Dec. 28, to the wife of Waldo X.
Seave», a daughter.
In Byron, to the wife of E. G. Knapp, a

Pains

The custom of

show you

to

South Paris,

Parle, Jan. 4, to the wife of Ernest R.

Croup.

it.

on

Dr. C. L. BUCK,

In

Sa£ .L·

N

pleaded

aDylime.

a eon.

Music Com.-Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Home.
*"*" ■*"·""·■

ÎÎ*

Will be

turtle, a eon.
In llethel, Jau. ft, to the wife ofUuy Morgan,

Moderator—If. D. Smith.
Clerk—G. W. Holmes.
Treas.-E. N. Swett.
Cot.—A. L. F. Pike.
8· D Andrews, F. II. Xoyee, Dr.
η
'· Ollbeit.
κ·ι
J· Stearns, Jae. N.
m'""
Jonee·

Begins Tuesday, Jan. 13,
Ends Monday, Jan. 19.

conditions
a plate made of Gold-dust
will
wear
rubber
years longer than any othor kind of
rnbber plate you can obtain.

eon.

Nursing

Of Norway

reputation

Under oidinary

Parle, Jan. 2, to the wife of Abel
lluotarl, a daughter.
In South Parle, Jan. 8, to the wife of Forrte

WANTED.

Sheen'

stake my

In South

Elinor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
W. Devine, has returned from Dr. Abbott's hospital in Portland, wbere she
has been for treatment.
Charles Scwell Penley lias returned
from the hospital and is able to be on
the street.
Mrs. Dora Tower, who bad spent the
holidays with her daughter, Mrs. Harold
Anderson, returned the first of last week
to do.
to Orono, where she is matron in one of
tbe fraternity bouses of the University
MRS. WILLIAM MASON,
of Maine.
South Paris.
Ou Tuesday the January meeting of R. F. D. 3.
Oxford Pomona Grange was held here
with a largo attendance, about 300 beine
PARKER'S
The fifth deρ resont in the afternoon.
HAIR BALSAM
cree was conferred upon a number of
ClesnKi »nd betutifies the tul£|
I
Promote· a luxuriant growth.
candidates, and ao interesting program
Never Pails to Iteetore Oraji
of entertainment and discussion was
Hair to ita Youthful Color, f
Prevents balr fftlhnir.
given In the afternoon.
Wednesday evening the annual supper i:
2-5
aud parish meeting of the Second Congregationai Church was held. The finanΨ Λ
cial condition shown by the reports ix
the best for years, the resources exceedI
ing the liabilities by *2S7 50. Officers of 1
ForColds, Sore Throat,
the parish were electcd as follows:

Pew

in

Nothing is made for a
plate that Is better than
Gold-dust rubber and I will

years.
In Denmark, Jan. 4, Stephen Rowe, aged 6!)
II monthe, 24 days.
League of the year*,
In Denmark, Jan. fl, Alfred W. Ilelcher.
In Bethel, Jan. 9, Alfred M. True, aged 69

—

Hi?r,ùh

important

Born.

In Augusta, Jan.
Thomae P. Sampson,

Pre s —Doris Merrill
Ht V. Pres.—Orln Stone
Treas.—Eyelyn Drew
See.—Geo. L. Curtis
2d V. Pres.—Thelma Bradbury
Route Merrill
3d V. Près
4th V. Pres.—Olive Stone

Tubbi

plate work,
you see that plain, old-fashioned honesty is important.

out

ing on friends and
time in sumo months.
A new serial by Talbot Mundy, entitled "Peace of India," begins in the February number of Adventure.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Charles A. Frost, corner of Main and
Pleasant Streets, Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
A report of the recent National convention will be give by Mrs. Cora Knight
Clifford of Winthrop.

JANUARY SALE

worthless. Thus, while skill

is

Tuesday callneighbors for the first

Horace Legrow

Methodist
The Ladies' Ai·! of the
church has elected officers as follows:
Pres.—Ktta Nores
V. Pres.—Mrs. Louise Graves
Sec —Mr». Drew
Treas.—Mrs. Flora Buswell

Great deception !> practiced in thin branch of dental
work became a good plate
and a poor one look exactly
alike. Patiente cannot tell
the difference for sometime.
Then, if poor rubber is used,
the
plate soon become·

Bolster Co.

Dayton

Ν.

PLATES

some advertisement.
Annual banquet of the Norway Board
of Trade at Orange Π all Tuesday evening, Jan. 20, at 7:30. The apeakera will
be Don G. Seitz of New York, bnainess
manager of the New York World, Hon.
B. Q. Mclntire, chairman of the State
Assessors, Hon. John A. Roberts, 'Commissioner of Agriculture, and others.
Mrs. Charles E. Gilbert died at her
home on Water Street Saturday evening,
Jan. 3, at the age of 09 years. She is
survived by her husband, three daughters, Mrs. Louise Dnbey of Norway,
Mrs. Annie Fortier of East Otisfield, and
Mise Leonie D. Gilbert who lives at
home, and one son, Ε. N. Gilbert of
Rochester, Ν. H. The fuueral was held
at St. Catherine's church, attneded by
Rev. Fr. Drolet.
A variety shower was given Miss Ell·
zibetb E. Fobs ou the 2d, at the home uf
Mies Mildred Holmes.
All schools began last week.
Officers of the Modern Woodmen will
bi installed Wednesday evening, Jan. 14.
C G. Wood of Bangor is installing offi-

ing

FLOYD of Rumford In the
Oxford, and State of Maine, In
District, resiiectfully represent*, that on
the 14th day of .lune, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he ha*
duly surrendered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.

ARTHUR
County
Mid

II.
of

That he may be de
Wherefore be prays,
creed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
all debts provable against bis suite unuer said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
ce ρ ted by law from such discharge.
Dated this iînd «lay of Dec., A. I). 1913.

ARTHUR U.rLuYI), Bankrupt.
NOTICE THEREON.
District or Main»., ss.
Ou this 3rd day of .Ian., A. D. 1914, on rea l·
lng the foregoing peUUon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha l
upon tho samo on the 13th day of Feb Α. I).
1914, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, ami
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they hare, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
ltors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence as
OBDEB OF

Witness the Hon. Clarence Halk, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 3rd day of Jan.,
A. D. 1914.
JAMES E. IIEWBY, Clerk.
(L. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
13
Attest:—! Λ MRS K. I1KWBY, Clerk.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Winter Furnishings

orrMPondenoe on topics of Interest to the uwuea
Issonclted. Address: KdltorHowmikim'
Colcmk. Oxford Democrat, South Puis, Me.

Cold Weather Duties.
With the first cooi days of early fall,
tbe housekeeper commences to formulate
plana to make ber family comfortable
for tbe coining of winter, and ber duties
become more exacting, because so mucb

For Men and Boys
need
Winter is here in earnest now and you may
in
here
need
You'll find what you
new furnishings.
for
We have everything you'll need

depends upon the atmoapbere of tbe
In the summer tbe normal
bouse.
person lives so mucb out of doora,
windows and doors are constantly open;
there ia no care as to tbe beating of tbe
home; social duties are of an informal
character, and one takes life more easily.
The gradual approach of winter brings
such a change, from a bouse constantly
«ouopen to tbe fresh breezes and direct
light to one almost constantly closed,
that a little advice, on bow to keep tbe
rooms sweet, well ventilated, and properly heated,will not come amiss.
Healthful animal or vegetable life cannot be sustained withont fresh air In
plenty. With tbe first chilly days we
are apt to forget this and so keep tbe

good variety.

cold weather.

Cott°D

/yié*n'<s
IIUCI WCdl
» IUInHprwp»r

1T&CII

Rnvc' I In/foru/par
uuya LIIUC1 »cai

to

or

92.50.

wo°it ·" weiKhte· 500
Uolon SuIU fl to »3.

and
Heat' fleec* lined undww*r» *·
union suit· soc to 11.50.

5^.

;»1~·»■"·'·"

Flannel Shirts

A"

«'·<"·<rc"

All «rade» of wool and leather
liued or unlioed, U5c to $3.00.

riln\'PC
W/int#*r
VJ1UVC3
▼ ▼Illlvl

gloves,

H. B. Foster
one:

clothier

price

MAINE

NORWAY

REDUCTION SALE
HOLIDAY CHINA
All of Our Stock of China

and Glassware, Toilet Sets,

Sets, Hall Lamps,

Dinner

Hanging Lamps.

N.

Bolster Co,

Dayton

35 MARKET

SQUARE.

MAINE

SOUTH PARIS.

house too carefully closed agalnet the
air. Living in rooms that have not a
viproper supply of pure air lowers the
tality and makes one feel the cold much
It 1a an error to think a boose
more.
can be kept warmer without fresh air
than with it.
Air tbe sleeping roome the first thing
in the morning. Have at least one window in tbe npper hall in which a ventilator can be placed; or if that be inconvenient, have a strip of board about four
lower
or five inches wide set under the
sasb. This will give fresh air without a
draught, and is a good way to ventilate
sleeping rooms, when one fears an open
window.
Âlways keep some rooms
warm, while tbe others are being aired,
then give them a thorough flooding with
fresh air, when the first rooms are comfortable. Tbe kitchen with its odors
should be opened to tbe sunshine at
every opportunity. It is a good plan to
have a kitchen window opened always a
few inches at the top. Then from the
opened door there comes a draught that
carries tbe impure air out of the window.
Kali cleaning need not be as energetic
κβ that of spring. Tbe walls need to be
wiped down, as they are likely to harbor
dust, the result of opening doore.
Screens should be taken down, cleaned
thoroughly, and wiped well with oil, to
preveut rusting while in storage.
Although electric lights and gas are in
general use, tbey bave not altogether
displaced the kerosene lamp as yet, and
in fact there are many housewives who
prefer the old style lamp. But unless a
lamp is kept in clean condition, it will
furnish a poor dickering light, and give
off unpleasant odors. Therefore lamp
cleaning becomes a part of each winter
day's routine, and the best time for the
task is in tbe morning, since filling
by artificial light has been tbe cause of
many a serious accident.
See that tbe fruit cellar is properly
cleaned and iu fit sanitary condition for
housing the winter's supply. An even
temperature should be maintained. As
I much fruit is lost through a foul cellar

*

pau and add six quarts of hot water, place on.the fire until the soda is
dissolved, then pour the water in the
pipes, reserving two quarts of it for tbe
kitchen sink.
sauce

will endeavor during the year 1914, as we
have since the organization of this Bank, to devote our
time, skill and capital to promoting the welfare of this
we

roou in ι in cans.

All of the trouble that the housewife
has with canned foods is caused by imperfect tin cans or difficulty in opening
the can.
Occasionally the solder used in making the can does not run evenly, causing
a very slight bole which allows the air
to gradually leak into the can, resultiug
in an accumulation of gaa and spoilage
of the contents. Such cans always show
the presence oï gas by puffing or swelling at the top or bottom.
Before opening a tin of canned foods
of any kind, whether they be packed at
home or not, you should examine the
top and bottom, and if they are convexed or puffed it is a sure indication that
the contents are spoiled and should be
liscarded.
If the can ia perfect you can be sure
hat the contents are in perfect condition. Id opeuing remove the label so
that you can see the seam on the side of
the can; lay the can on its side and insert the can-opener right next to this
Now
seam and very close to the top.
hold the can firmly on the table in an
upright position aud work the can opener away from the seam until
you have
cut entirely around the can. You will
then be able to turn back the entire top,
and if the can Is held firmly there is no
dauger of cuttting the hands and the
fruit will not be mutilated when it is
poured from the tin.

Bank and its customers.
secured. Write us for booklet
describing these Cheques and containing other useful Information for
traveler·.
WE CAN TELEGRAPH MONEY
TO ANY PART of the world, and
draw draft· on over îiOOO cities and
the
towns in foreign countries, in
currency of the country on which
drawn.

AMONG TUF. IMPORTANT NEW
YEAK Resolutions is this : "I will

cate

watch my eip«D««i closer tbin year ."
This Bank will be κ lad I» bel ρ yon
keep tbat resolution. A checking AcThere it no
count here will do it
expense in opening an account—the
Bauk furnishes, free of «ban·, all
check books, deposit ■! ps, envelope-,
etc. A thrifty person cau do wonders
toward kret'inx ahead if he conduct)·
bin burine*· iu a systematic way with
a bank account.
MONEY
INVENT YOUR
TO
W1SKLY, WE SU6QIST that you
are
which
buy s;tfe municipal bonds,
exempt from all United State· taxes.
To collect the iutareet on bond· is
•a.sy and sure—cut off the coupon·
There is
ami cash or deposit them.
n<> waiting for the interest; y u kn w
it will be forthcoming when due. In
addition to municipal b uda. we owu
and I'ffer for sale sa?· bonds i*stud
by railroads and public service cor

YOU CAN INVEST «I

or

#10,000—

any amouut at any time—in the Certificat·· of Deposit issued by this
Bauk.
They save carrying around
the money iu your pocket or leaving
it at home. We will cash them whenever desired without previous notice.
If you do nut wish to open an account, come in and take out a Certificat· of Deposit—you will then have
the pleasure of kuowing that your
money ia safe and yet can be obtain
ed when wanted.

Saturday, Dec. 20tb, Are destroyed a set of farm buildings in
Otislield and the dames spread with
pirations, at price· to yield a good such rapidity tbat it was impossible
<>f
iutervst.
rate
to save #35 in currency that was in a
TO OFFSET TUE RISING COST
If
coat pocket on the second door.
Older· ! the owuer of that money had placed
OK LIVING buy jour
to
one
of 11.ιβ Β ink and save from
it in tbia Bank and taken a Certificate
fifteen cents on each order purchased.
of Depoait for it, he would have lost
are
v·
nuoti anywhere. They
Tbs|
merely th· Certificate, and by obtainguaranteed agnust loss of payment,
ing a duplicate, could have received
and yon do not bave to go through
hi· money from the Bank without
The
any red tape to obtain one.
delay or bother.
party to whom you send it can obtain
WHENEVER YOU HAVE ANY
the cash on it as if it were a check.
TRANSACTION on

TO THE TRAVELER: TO ADD
TO HIS CONVENIENCE and pleasure wblle traveling, we off^r Travelera' Cheque· of the American Backers' Association, which are self identifying, will be cashed without charge
by railroads, hotels, store· and ateam•hip line· over the world, and if lo«t
payment can be «topped and a dupli-

j

On

Notes.
το open FBurr jabs

The beat way to open glass fruit jars
without using a knife to looseu the top,
is to take a hot stove lid and place it on
top of the cover for two or three minutes.
This will allow of the top's being
easily unscrewed and will not injure the
cover in the least.
The metal tops in
this way can be used again and again
with no fear of the fruit's spoiling,
while if a knife is used for the purpose,
it ia likely to make the metal cover tineven, so that it will not fit smoothly upon the grooves of the jar.

MONETARY
hand, call or write

u· and take adYou
vantage of these convenience·.
will receive courteous treatment and
the advice, co-operation and assistance of the Bank in the protection
and care of your capital. No person,
regardless of what their business is,
can afford to be
without a good
strong banking connection.

IN BAKING A

housewives know how very
difficult it is to removes baked fish from
the pan without breaking it. If, however, it is laid upon a piece of greased
cotton cloth and then placed in the pan
md baked, it can bo removed easily and
slipped from the cloth to the platter.
We have baked fish more frequently
since I learned this.

>t

be obtained when desired, that

no

matter

what kind of business convenience

ia desired—whether foreigu exchange, money orders, inveatmeota or a bank
accouut—It can be obtained here. The knowledge that this Bank has weathered all panic and financial disturbances aiuce 1872— (orty-two years—and has

HOUSEHOLD USES FOB KEB09ENE

Blood atains saturated with kerosene
and then dipped in boiling water can be
easily removed without injury to the
goods. Windows cleaned with kerosene
have a beautiful gloss.
Sewing machines will be like new if plentifully
saturated with kerosene and left over
night then run rapidly for a few minutes. wiped clean and oiled with a good
machine oil. Kerosene oil is also the
least expensive and best cleanser of the
tubs and lavatory, while dust mops and
cloths dipped in kerosene and hung in
the air for a while will take up the dust
and shake out far better than when the
different recommended oils are used.

been growing stronger all the while, ia worthy of your serious thought. Then
too all business transacted with tbia Bank ia held in the strictest confidence,
WE INVITE YOU

TO DO ALL YOUR BUSINESS DURING THE
IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE IF YOU LIVE AT

YEAR 1914 WITH US.
A DISTANCE, YOU CAN TRANSACT IT BY MAIL JUST AS EASILY.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY, MAINE.
Established

187»

Capital,
Surplus.

President, C. N. TUBBS

Vice-President L. S BILLINGS
Cashier, H. D. SMITH
Asst. Cashier, F. E. SMITH

Directors
F W. SANBORN

Ε. E. ANDREWS

H. D. SMITH
H. B. FOSTER

Depositary of tbs C. ·. (iov«ram»t
Far Postal Savings

Add a few drop· of ammonia to the
bluing water to whiten the clothes.

SEWING

I

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELEE & CO.
South Pari·.

CASTORIA
IW Kind Ym Hm Alwan Surit

Β·«ηώι

atlpTn

thi

from
ooet
eeye,
a
75
centa
pair, *
(ood for two year·. They
jv tboee who have to work In cold or wet
each aa Unnerlea, brewerlei and
ivery a tables, and by workmen In ateel
nilla and glaaa factorlea who mast walk
Farmer·, too,
jo hot gratea or floora.
; ire classed among the user·.
Beech wood la pnt to a very mncb
of usee than tbe average
The
jerson would be likely to suspect.
innartment save beech entera into bunireda of article. from
We waia oo
>rs to butchers' blocka.
,eech floor», eat off beech picnic plate> ,
( in

department

to

jfacea,

January Clearance 1 White Goods Sale
-y—- NOW IN PROGRESS

year was inaugurated
it has increased in volume and
hobbH^orie roc^ with us from the beginning. With each succeeding year
to the public until now, with the beginning of the year 1914, we are
:arry beech baakete, play with beecb in real importance
dozen·
In
and
beech
sit
chaire,
»ya,
articles made ofbeech enabled to announce a sale that will in every particular overshadow every other one of
)f other waye

^idêringe

In Brillat-Savarin's great work, "The

Physiology of Taste," are axioms as
profound—at least, as entertaining—as
ever Plato or Epictetus set down.
For
example:
"Digestion, of all bodily functions,

has most influence on the morals of the
individual."
"A good dinner la but little dearer
than a bad one."
"The moat momentous d «clsions of
personal and of material life are made at

table."
The (ate of nations depends on bow
thej are fed."
"The man of sense and onlture alone
understands eating."
"The discovery of a new dish does
more for the happiness of the human
race than the diaoovery of a planet."

policy of our holding

The

genuine clearance sale twice

a

a

on

nse

It· freeilmost every day of our Uvea.
iom from taste flta tbe wood
for articles which come ^
foodstuffs, and beech meat boards, skew
5r§ lard tubs, butter boxes, sugar bog·heads, refrlgertors, dishes, spoons and

e»Pec'J,JJ
has
oon'act7"Jub the kind that

'CZ;*"e"pt'i.U"

Sally

,( beech wood In the United States
feet.

approximately 500 million board

Ex-Président

Taft

Missionaries.

on

books have been written that
Ontain criticism· of missionaries. Na
i-al officers, and sometimes even foreign
ministers, bave felt called upon to assert
that missionaries are unsafe as
jre and that they are tactless In their
uflorts to substitute an alien religlon for
one with which people have been aatls
tied for thousands of years.
I do not wish to pronounce perfect
everything that mieeionaries have done.
So doubt there are among them emotional persons and persons of little juflg
But with very considerable opment
portunity to judge from four year· exin tbe Orient, and from contact
with many missionaries in the Philippines, I feel justified inι
are generally persons of high character,
hieh intelligence, high standard· of H ν
who are willing to make
every sacrifice for the cause they represent
They are men who know well the
characteristics of the people w th whom
they deal. Tbey learn their lanKuaRe·
they study their peculiarities, and tbey
train themselves to conciliatory methods.
The very history of their broadened
activities shows their practical methods.
The bishops, and tbe bead· of
in the various countries, are trained diplomats, and have learned much of "tatesmanship in their etudy of native conditions. I know of many instance· in
which the greatest self-restraint and
tact have been exercised in order to prevent an outburst that would make such
between governmental aua cleavage
thority and the representative missionaries as could hardly be cloeed for a deo
ade. Ex-President Taft in The Youth s

Many

J50"0"1*

The year 1913 has brought to this store the largest business it has ever had, and
because of this fact, greater and more complete stocks have been maintained throughout
the year and this in itself brings a larger quantity of merchandise than usual to be

sharply reduced.

Table Linens.

bleached, 70 inchea
quality, priced at 62

16x23,

TOWELS.
aud

produced

lingle suggestive line
It!"

75o.

play

Small lot that

mussed, put

11c. each

in at clean up

Do you
irhen you

FINE

APRON GINGHAMS, regular
quality, priced 6c. per yard.

PERCALES,
36

priced

wide, regular
yard.

7 l-2c. per

10c.

buy

our

$39

Black

little

a

more

than half their

prices.
are

regular

day,

$3.00

on one

now.

10c.

select

our

for

$10.50

can now

select

our

$6.60

Coats

$7.00

$11.00 Coats
for $7.60

good assortment of the newest
styles including wool dresses for stout
In

a

ladies, priced during sale

at

25 per

discount.

cent,

In

an

variety,

attractive

of waists

priced during

cent, discount and in

our

entire line

sale at 25 per

some cases

at even

half price.

Ladies' Dress Skirts.
marked

The entire stock

priced

the

during sale

regular

at 20

prices.

low

per

down

cent

and

less than

worn

garment

at any season of

the year, but we want to sell them now
and price them at 25 per cent, discount.

Muslin Underwear Sale.

Up and Close Out.

To Clean

Our small stock of kitchen tinware put in at just
HALF PRIOE to ensure quick clearance.

for you to resist
if anything you need.

a

8c. a

SPREADS, good size and quality,
goods, priced 69c. each.

reg-

RED SPREADS, large size, special value
51.00, priced 85c each during sale.

large size, special
priced $1.10 each during salo.

BED SPREADS extra

COMFORTERS.

AND

BLANKETS

BED

We shall allow a discount of 10 per cent, from
our regular low prices on all of our Blankets
and Comforters during sale.

CRIB BLANKETS. One lot of Crib Blankets

that have been 37c. and

50c., priced

29c. each.

LACE CURTAINS. Our entire line of regular put in at 25 per cent, discount; odd lots
and discontinued numbers put in at half price.

FLEECE

AND

WOOL

LINED UNDER-

Our regular line of Winter Underwear put in during sale at 10 per cent, discount. Odd lots and discontinued numbers

AND

BLACK

more than

PETTICOATS,

COLORED

including

the silk ones, put in at 20 per cent,
discount. Odd lots at about half price.

HAMBURG
on

EDGES

these

goods

INSERTIONS.

AND

radically reonly half price

have been

in some instances

will be asked.

1.000 yard· of
9c., priced 7 1 2c.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

good 40 inch Cotton,
per yard.
inches wide,

worth

COTTON,

priced

8 1 2c.

a

unbleached, 40
yard during sale.

LADIES' OUTING ΝΙΟΠΤ GOWNS at re
duced prices during saIh an follows:
50c.
gowns, 42c ; 75c gowns, 02o ; fl 00 gowns,
79c. each.

SCOTCH FLANNELS in a fine variety of
patterns, 29 inches wide, value 37c. to 39c

priced during
The

little

pricml

and 12 l -2c

ular 87c.

LOCK WOOD

During this sale we shall put in our regular line of muslin underOdd lots put in at about half price.
wear at 20 per cent discount

impossible
buying of them,

value 10c.

duced, and

Our entire stock of black and colored wool dress goods and suitings, such as French serges, storm serges, cheviots, broadcloths, crepes,
mohairs and a large assortment of novelty weaves all put in at a discount of 20 per cent

low it will be

designs,
yard.

Prices

Wool Dress Goods.

these

VICUNA CLOTH, heavy fleeced back goods
good colorir ga and pretty

in an assortment of

put In at about half price.

We are sure that those who have postponed the purchase until now
should promptly take advantage of this sale, as the prices have been
radically reduced to insure a complete clearance.

light
goods,

a variety
making kimonos,
dressing sacques, etc., values 12 l-2c. and 15c.,
priced 10c. and 11c. per yard.

DUCKLING FLEECE GOODS in

of pretty patterns suitable for

WEAR.

Ladies' and Children's
Sweaters.
A much

yard.

OUTING FLANNELS, heavy white twilled
Outing, regular lOc. goods, priced duriug sale
at 8c. per yard, and our 12 1 2c. quality priced
10c. a yard.

value at $1.50,

Ladies' Silk, Lingerie and
Net Waists,

Wooleue Outings, a
places at 12 1 2c ;

stock of these floured Outings

8c per

at

BED

Ladies' and Children's Furs.

every kind of piece
and marked
all
measured
goods,
the quantity and price for the
have marked

10.60
12.00

liable to need any

from $1.00 to

you
of these garments

senting nearly

so

$49

can save

Cuts of different materials, repre-

goods

can

buy

Natural

Which you

Counter of Remnants and Short

We

6.00
8.60

$49.00
Pony Coats
for $39.00
Pony Coats
for $32.00

our

in assortment of dnrk and

inches

piece.

You

can now

Coats

$9.50

Ladies' Silk, Wool and
Lace*- Dresses.

Ladies' Rain Coats.

PERCALES, in the best qualities, assorted
dark and light, always sold for 12 l-2c., priced
10c. during sale.
colors,

can

low

choice from our entire atock of regular 12 l-2c.
Ginghams during this aale for 10c. a yard.

and

You

just

Take your

8

$

CHILDREN'S COATS, ages 2 to 14
years in the different materials priced at

yard.

GINGHAMS.

DRESS

Priced
Priced
Priced
Priced

for

num-

Half case of
NEW DRESS GINGHAMS.
flue Dress Ginghams, assorted check·, atrlpee
and plaids, 32 inchea wide, a regular 15c. qual10c. per

You

The fur coat season has just commenced
but
You can buy our $62 Natural Pony Coats

TABLE OIL CLOTH. We carry only the
best quality that la usually sold fur 25c.; take
your choice from our good assortment of
plain and fancy at 16c. per yard during sale.

ity, priced

You

our

for

Ladies' Fur Coats.

Inches,

popular

just

our

Sport Coats.

or

select

can now

HALF PRICE.

$ 9.50 Coats
12.00 Coats
15.00 Coats
16.50 Coats

ber, all linen, in a stripe effect, one that we
were obliged to advance price to 14c., but la
now priced at 12 l-2c. a yard.

sure

sale at 29o. per

yard.

Merchant Store Sales

are

good just because the Re-

ductions

are

Real and Positive.

DON'T LET THIS ESCAPE YOUR MEMORY
Sale Began Saturday Morning, January 10, and Ends Saturday Night, January 17

PRICE

ONE

CASH

STORE

MAIN STREET
G. H.

PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.

NORWAY, MAINE

Pianos

Herbert L. Williams, M. D.

:

i'ractice limited to disease* of (be Kye,
Ear, Nose and Throat and tbe Fitting of
Glasses.

and

SLEDS

SLIDE-YOKES

G. H. PENLEY,
South Paris, Maine.
Does Backache Worry You Ρ

National Shoe and Leather Bank Building

Organs

PUNGS

Second hand Pianos and
for sale at

pianos

Organs

Two square
A
I will sell at low price.
a

bargain.

lot of second hand organs that I will
Some South Paris People Have Learnsell at any old price.
Come in and
ed How to Get Relief.
see

them.

How many people suffer from an aching back?
New Pianos, Stools,
How few know the cause?
Instruction Books,
If it hurt* to atoop or lift—
If you suffer sudden, darting palna—
nos always in stock at
If you are weak, lame and tired—
that are right.
Snapeot your kidneys.
Watch for nature's aignai.
The first sign may be headache or dizSend for

AUBURN,

fcrKdneyand BladdcrEoublcs* j

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

Kf
>ΐ

Scarfs,

&gj

:

1

i]

(cS Backache,
Rheumatism.

Player pia-

Scanty, painful or too frequent urination.
Nervousness or a constant, dead-tired
Feeling.

Avert the aerioua

lone up with rheumatism and sent for ι md made bia health a great deal better."
poley Kidney Pills which was the only
The above Is not an isolated oase. Mrs.
bing that would cure him. Geo. Potter Woods is only one of many In this vlclnif Pontiac, Mo. was down on hia back ! ty who bave gratefully endorsed Doan'a.
rlth kidney and bladder trouble and If your baok aches, If
yoar kidneys
roley Kidney Pilla made him well and 1 >other you, don't simply ask for » kid·
ble to work. It ia a splendid medioine ι
ley remedy—ask distinctly for Doan's
nd always helps. Juat try It. S. E. Kidney Pill»—the same that Mrs. Woods
lewell A Co., Parla. A. E. Shurtleff I lad.
50c all atore·.
Poster-Mllburn
* !o., Sooth Parla.
ι Jo., Prop·., Buffalo, Ν. T.

V

prices

catalog.

linesa.

kidney diseases.
Treat tb· weakened kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills.
1 Irao and
grown persons. S. E. Newell
A remedy especially for sick kidneys.
! fc Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff Co., Sooth
Gratefully endorsed by residents of
] •aria.
this locality.
Mrs. Joseph A. Woods, Summer St.,
"Pa, why were you rude to Mr. Lin- Norway, Me., says: "I am tbankfnl for
gering last night? It may bave been a irbat Doan's Kidney's Pilla did for mo.
j rifle late when you met him going out, [ bad been
annoyed by backache and
rat you needn't have Insulted him."
kidney trouble for a long time. I tried
"How did did I insult him? I merely
many remedies, but got no relief until I
( »kod him if he wouldn't stay lo breakTwo
jegan using Doan's Kidney Pilla.
ast,"
boxes helped me in every way.
I also
irlsh to say that Doan's Kidney Pills
Sneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh was badly sored my little son of kidney weakness

tl

during

15c. each.

A very

at

With all of the cold weather ahead of
they are a bargain indeed. Prices cut
on some to nearly half their value.

CRASH TOWELING, 5 piece· full bleached
and good weight, a regular 10c. crash, priced
7 1 2c. a yard.
CRASH TOWELING.

on

us

alightly
quiok price·.

24*42

taking

are

we

Ladies' Warm Coats.

soiled

are

BATH TOWELS, large aize,
heavy weight worth 20c., priced

WOMEN AND WET FEET

iny."

full

50c., priced

we

think
this season's

mild word when

a

Your choice from any suit in

stock

each.

"Yes," replied the theatrical manager
«rith pardonable pride.
"The public
wants novelty nowadays."
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
sombination especially to women, and
songested kidneys often result. Backache, urinary irregularities and rheumalie fevers are not unuxual results. Foley
Kidney Pills restore the regular and
lormal action of kidneys and bladder
ind remove the cause of the trouble.
Contain no habit forming drugs. S. E.
Jewell A Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff
jo., South Paris.

of the loss
suits.

DAMASK,

value

SERIOUSLY

without a
or situation in

a

regular
yard.

is

You

that is sold in some

entire

priced

wear.

Mackinaw

Ladies' Tailored Suits.

BATH TOWELS, size 19x39 inchea, good
weight and a special value at 15c., priced 11c.

"They blew the quittin' whistle when
'e was carryin' a 'eavy piece of iron, and
'e dropt it on Ms foot."

"You have

per

17o., priced

value 15 to

■ale.

"Bill'· going to sue the company for
damages."
"Why, what did they do to him?"

realize that common
colds should be treated promptly.
If
there is sneezing and chilliness with
hoarseness, tickling throat and coughing, begin promptly the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound. It is effective, pleasant to take, checks a cold, and
itops the cough which cnunes loss of
jleep and lowers the vital resistance. S.
E. Newell <& Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.

for plenty of present and future

Bargain

light colors, priced

OUTING FLANNELS.
our

in

All Dross and Shirting Prints,
5c. per yard.

PRINTS.
dark and

quality

Every bit of winter ready-to-wear is included under this heading, all prices are tremendously lowered, every garment is good

TRAY CLOTHS, 10 dozen, all linen, size,

Each year the month of January numbers its list of victims from Influenza,
la grippe, bronchitis, and pneumonia.
The prompt use of Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound will check the onset of a
cold and stop a cough, preventing the
development to more serious conditions.
Keep it on hand. S. E. Newell & Co.,
Paris. Α. Ε Shurtleff Co., S >uth Paris.

Intelligent people

oen's

bleached, 72 inchea wide,
during sale at 39c. a yard.

THE "MISCHIEF QUARTETTE" AND
ITS WORK

COLDS TO BE TAKEN

un-

wide in our

TABLE

MERCERIZED

and

bleached

HUMIDOR DAMASK,

The famous Buck· etove case, on the
whether
outcome of which depends
Gompers must go to jail for contempt of
court, has not yet died of old age, though
afflicted for a long time. Probably I»
will reach the end about the time tbe
Thaw caee does.

"And did you you ever seek the man?''
asked the Office.
"Once or twice," replied the office.
"But I found him waiting outside my
iloor."

prices during

HUMIDOR DAMASK, fall bleached, 72
inches wide In a variety of pretty patterns,
value 91 00, priced 85 centa a yard during
aale.

mountain eccnery to have even received
names, according to the United States
Geological Survey. Any one of these
mountain peaks, if situated in the east
ern part of the United State·, would of
course be visited by milllous of people
But California has 70 additional mountain peak· more than 13,000 feet high
which have been named, or 130 in all as
well as a dozen rising above 14,000 leet.

we

reduced

at

clearance sale.

sayjj*

A DIFFERENCE IN WORKING
HOURS
A man's working day is 8 hours.
Rio
body organs must work perfectly 24
hours to keep him fit for 8 hours work.
Weak, sore, inactive kidneys can not do
it. They must be sound and healthily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pilla
will make them so. You cannot take
them into your system without good results following. S. E. Newell .A Co.,
Paris. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.

in

go

Clearance of Women's Outer

January
Apparel.

Our entire stock of table damasks

perience

Kflpewone

preceded it.

There are certain trade and stock conditions prevailing at the present time that
are unusual and that will contribute more than ever to the extraordinary money-saving
com°®[cl; features which have so
strongly characterized these sales from the beginning.

«turally In the United State·, but few tree·
in this country have a wlder
ranee
It extends from the Quit 01
Mexico into eastern Canada, and in pracevery place where it grows It la
b.ecb

begin to ough at night, just
Wash out the tea kettle once a day,
hope to sleep ? Do you bavo
and, twice a week, scour with the cleansk tickling throat that keeps you awake?
ing agent best adapted to the material of 1 fust
take Foley's Honey and Tar Comwhich the tea kettle ia made.
pound. It will check the oougb and
Mix stove blacking with a little am- j
itop the tickling sensation at onoe. Does
monia to prevent Its burning off.
ι lot upaet the stomach, ia best for cbil-

STANDARD

F*iofutsa/idCiuWm.

BAVE THE WEAK OF BUBUEK8

CABE OF TEA KETTLE

W L. GRAY
D<|i<Mll*rf of th· Γ. S. C«v»ram«at
For Public Κ η ads

heuie

:be

I always bad trouble with the heel· of
"What's Wombat Irritated about
my rubbers wearing out, while the up- j 10W?"
were
new.
Now
I bave
pers
practically
"Tbeee shocking transparent skirts."
my rubbers fitted carefully to my shoes
"Why should they make him peevand place an old piece of rubber or vel- ι sh?"
vet in the heels while new and find they
"He hears about 'em, but never sees
give much longer wear. -*
(

$30,000.00
$40,000.00

:

L. S. BILLINGS

C. N. TUBBS

TO

tS°,ooo.oo

Undivided Profits,

WHOLE FISH

Nearly all

transact your business wit'i a Bank tbat Is strong, that has stood
the test of years, th it In up-to date and employs progressive methods? If you
conduct your business with this old established, growing NATIONAL BANK
you will have the satisfaction of knowing that your money is safe, that it can

Why η

cordera

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

by imperfect sealing.
Tbe care of the plumbing is an imCompanion.
portant duty. Tbe housekeeper should
see, at least onco a day, to the (borough Great Number of Lofty Mountains.
(lushing of all pipes. The best time for
Things are wonderful principally by
this is after tbe morning's work is done
There are 60 or more lofty
After the mid-day work is done, and comparison.
mountain· In California rleing more than
in
kitchen
tbe
tbe
at
night,
pipe
again
13 000 feet above sea level which are
sink should be thoroughly flushed with
not considered sufficiently noteworthy
hot water, if possible. Once a week put
all the surrounding wealth of
half a pint ol washing soda in an old among
a«

1914; Resolved
That

Wooden Shoot to the United Statoa.
In tbl· country beech ie the
naterlal for wooden «hoee, th m»»"
aoture of which bae reached
>le proportion· In the United S'atea ao•ordlna to the department of agrlcul
ure which baa ju«t leaned a bulletin on
wood. Theaa .hoe·,
of

J

J

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings*

Block, South Paris.

HUB-MARK

RUBBERS

A. E. SHUBTLBFF Λ. CO.,
8. E. NEWELL & CO.,

South Pari

Save money

on your soap bills
your groccr for the Hamlii 1
Soap, the nice, white, sanitary soa| j
that does the work. No sore hands
A trial will satisfy that it is a mone<

Ask

This soap will remove greasi
spots, tea and coffee stains, frui I
stains, blood stains etc. For silver
ware, cut glass, lace curtains, wool
ens, etc. No bluing necessary, n( ,
saver.

>

MADE

ONLY'BY THE

Hamlin Soap Works,

SOLO BY

IfABK ALLBH, Bryant's Fond
L. J. PENLEY, West Paris
88-6

Hamlin, Ν. Y.
For Sale by the
8. E. NEWELL CO.
si-3
Paris, Maine

Wanted.

ΙΜιοηβ 228-b

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt·.,

Hours: 0-12
The partnership of ROLFE HROS
the In1.30 5 and 7 8 dividual
co-p.-irtneis tn which are UKOltCJE M.
ROLFK and I'll 11.11' II ROLFE and they IndlvMually of Hethel, In the County of Oxford,
and State of Maine, In said District,
respectfully represent, that on the 7th day of
March, laat past, they were duly adjudged
bankrupt Individually ami a· co partner* aforesaid under the Acta of Congress relating to bankMaine ilemnshlp Line
ruptcy ; that they have duty surrendered all their
FAllK IIKDI CKD
property and rights of property, and have fully
Portland and New York 9U.OO.
compiled with all the requirements of said Act*
of and the order of the Court
touching their bankHteamers leave Franklin Wharf Tuesdays,
ruptcy.
Thursdays and Saturday* at β.ΌΟ p. m.
Wherefore thoy pray, that they may bedecreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
Boston and Portland Line
debta provable against their estate* Individl.eavo Franklin Wharf, Portland, week day· at ually and as co-partners, aforesaid, under said
7 p. la. Ruurnlog leave Boston week days at bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts a· are ex7 ρ m.
Hteamshtpi Gov. Dlngley and Kay cepted l>y law from such discharge.
Slate.
Dated this '27th day of December. Α. Γ». 1913.
PHILII» H. ROLFE,
Fare between Portland and Boston
G BO BU Ε M. 1U)LFE,
91.00. Staterooms fl.OO
Bankrupts.
International Line Steamship Calvin Austin
leaves Ho*tou at a a ra. Mondays, Portland 5 p.
ORDER OP NOTICE TIIEREOIV.
m. tor Eastport, Lubec and St. John, X. B.
District or Maine, ··.
Steamer Monhcgan leaves Portland on Tuesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m. for Rockland and In·
termedlale landings.

Portland and Boothbay Line

Service discontinue 1 for the season.
Kxpress "ervlco for Freight; all rates
Marine Insurance

Include

For reservations nnd all Information address
It. A. CI.AY, Supt. Franklin Wharf, Portland.

PROBATE NOTICES
Γο all persons Interested In either of tbe estate·-

hereinafter named :
At α Probate Court, at Paris, In \acatlon, In
and .'or the County of Oxford, on the
twenty,
seventh dav of I)ec„ In the year of ouc Lord one
thousand nine hundred and thirteen.
The
followln« matter navlng been presented tor tbe
action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la
bereliv oruf.kbi»:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of thla order to be
published throe weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they mar appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1914. at 9 of
the clock tn the forenoon, aad be heard thereon
If they aee cause.

lady

Inquire

1

for

12,1

Mary c. Buck late of Parts, deceased ; petition that Solomon C. Buck or some other suitable
person bo appointed as administrator of the
A
with two children woulc I estate of said deceased presented by Solomon C.
like work in a respectable hem * neai Buck, son and heir.
E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
a
school.
at the Demo- ADDISON
A true copy—aueat :
crat office.
M-S
ALBBB1 D. PARK, Register.

high

Bankrupts' Petition

Ir the matter of the part
nershlp of
ROLFK bbos.
the Indllvdual co partner·
of which are (Jeorge M.
Rolfe and i'hlllp II. Rolfe
and they Individually,

To the Hon. Clakknck II ai.e, Judge of the DIh
trlrt Court of the United State h for the DIstrU-l
of Maine :

MAINE.

Portland nnd Rockland Line

THE HAMLIN SOAP

boiling required.

Soo that th« Hub-Mark U cm tho
robber before jrou boy. It U your
laminae· of Standard First Quality
Robbar Footwear for irirjr porpa··

'·

Part 1.

I

A

On this 3rd day of Jan., A. D.
1914, on reading the foregoing petition, It ta—
Ordered by the Court, that a
be had
hearing
upon the same on the 13th day of Feb., A. 1).
1914. before said Court at I'ortland. In said Dis
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be publlahed In The Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed In aald District, ind
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the aald time and pl \c«
and shi.w cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
A nd It Is further Ordered
by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Ci.akknck h «le. Judge
of the raid Court, and the aeal thereof, at i'ortland In said District, on the 3rd
day of Jan A.
D. 1914.

JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.
[L.·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon
13
Attest:—JAMES E. HEW ET, Clerk.

NOTICE.
The subscrllier hereby gives notice that hu h*
appointed administrator of the es-

been duly
ta c of

JOIINAT1I AN N. IRISH, late of nuckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct·. AU |>ereons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make
payment Immediately.
Dec. letb, 1913.
HENRY D. IBISH.

1-3

